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Crit ical eth nography is at a crossroads. The crossroads is a prod uet of its mu It i-
pie origins. The origins were a complex and shifting synthesis. Marxist ideas

had heen shifting away from the deterministic scientific positivism of the "late"

Marx. and toward the "early" humanistic Marx who wrote of alienation as (l

product of capitalism. This was exemplified in the critical social theory or the

Frankfurt School. Critical theory. however, was largely philosophical and

lacked a methodology to allow it to expand into the social sciences. At the s,une

time. interpretivc ethnography was expanding heyond anthropology and sym-

holic interactionist sociology. revitalized hy the sociology of knowledge. espe-

cially Berger and Luckmann's synthesis of Schutz and Mannheim and the work

of Geertz (1971. 19R1. 19RR). Interpret i ve et hnography. was he leaguered hy

charges or relativism. and largely relegated to the status of a "micro" thcory. It

was seen hy many as useful at the level of social interaction. hut lacking a theo-

retical hase to also he a "macro" institutional and sociocultural approach. What

hoth perspectives shared was a leftist orientation. alheit of rather different kinds.

and a need for what the other could offer. The wedding was first seen as creat-
ing a "new" sociology of education, which gave way to a critical ethnography

as educational anthropology expanded in numhers of scholars and significance

of their studies. The marriage has heen extremely productive. hut has also
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revealed that marriages do not always redress the prohlems that each partner
had prior to the union.

In this volullle, we articulate what seems to he ahead in critical ethnog-
raphy. The marriage of critical theory and interpretative ethnography is trou-
bled. Critique is increasingly understood as giving interpretive and political
powers to the critic. As the critique of WOlnen and people of color have repeat-
edly demonstrated, critique usurps and appropriates the rights of representation
even as it seeks to emancipate. Ethnography has been reconceptuatized as well.
Ethnography was construed in the context of colonialism, and realization has
reoriented who and what is heing represented and whose interests are heing
served. The outside ethnographer model is in many places giving way to "native
ethnographers" (Benard & Pedruza, 1989~ Jennings, 1999). Yet, nati ve ethnog-
raphy has its own problems, as Villenas (1996) so aptly del110nstrated in her
account of her work as an expression of the "coloni/,er/colonized" dilell1ll1a.

This book is one of the products of the "postcritical working group."
We titeral1y, have spent years reading, thinking, discussing, and writing about

"where we arc" in critical ethnography. We admittedly began approaching the
project theoretically, and then as mcmbers of the group did their own studies we
began to see that some of the possibilities are what might he called a postcriti-

cal ethnography. For us, postcritical ethnography is not one single thing, rather
it is many. It is less about unity and more about difference. The emphasis on cri-
tique remains and is in fact expanded as it addresses objectification (McCadden,
Dempsey, & Adkins, 1999), reprcsentation (Givcns, 1999), and positionality
(Murillo, 1999a).

We are also not claiming that we are in fact doing s0111ething absolute-
ly new here. Rather, we see it as our efforts to think through in different ways,

the concerns we had trying to work in the current context of changing ideas
about critique and ethnography. We are learning a lot from both the new experi-
ments with ethnography, as well as the efforts of critical theorists who are try-
ing to push similar ground, but in different ways.

Postcritical ethnography also signals our recognition that critical
ethnography is being challenged by ideas of postmodernists and post-structural-
ists (Kincheloe & McLaren, 1994). The "post" then signals not a new "stage,"
but rather its absence. Things are changing, but we are not sure they are moving
toward a new idea. Indeed, this book expresses the working group's commit-
ment to not promote an idea. Rather we arc promoting the broader possibilities
and dimensions offered by multiple ideas.

We also think that it is necessary for us to account for how we got to
here. We do this in a few ways. F~irst, we present how the Inarriage has gone
since the wedding, offering a historical narrative of the ideas, as now we see
them. Second, we descrihe the process that the working group went through to
get to these writings. Yet we want to be clear. There were as many stories as
participants in the process. We emphasize this hy presenting a story in this
introduction, albeit a muItivoiced analysis, and not a generalized account. Third,
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we each sit uate our work in our tex ts . We discuss the contri hut ions that follow
as a way of introducing the reader to our work and collective project. Yet for us,
the focus should he less on where we came from, hut where we are, and what
we arc struggling with after critical ethnography.

We embark with an understanding that postcritical ethnography is nei-
ther a rejection of critique nor of ethnography. Rather, the many different post-
critical ethnographies are reinscriptions of critique in ethnography. They are
products of the marriage of critical theory and interpretive ethnography, as well
as a reflection or the struggle and work of women and people of color to he
heard in this family.

In this introduction, we examine how the rnarriage has gone since the
wedding. It is a story of mutual henefit and of heady and provocative accom-
piishmen ts, all hu iIt on a difference that, although repeatedl y spoken, cou 1d not

he directly addressed without dissolving the union. The diflerence is critical
theory's claims to "ohjective reality and its determinate representation"
(Hollinger, 1994, p. XI) and interpretive ethnography's claim that all knowl-
edge, inc ludi ng crit ical theory, is socia1l y constructed. The ronnel' accepted the

latter's view to the extent that it ernhraced "situated knowledge" (Min)n, 1(96):
the latter accepted the former's view to the extent that it accepted the centrality
()f power and ideo logy in social construct ions.

There is a larger point to this chapter, however, that anyone interested
in research methodology, whether quantitative or qualitative, shou1d consider.
Research methods and theory are all too often taught separate Iy and impl ici tIy
portrayed as having different natures. Theory is taught as attempts to understand
the world they have a history and thus are tentative, historically specific. and
ultimately subject to the results of continued research. It is this 1atter step that
helps to frame how research methods arc to he understood. Research methods
arc often characteri/-l'd as the arbiters of theory. As such, students are often left
with the understanding that methods are different frorn theory. When research is
taught as a series of techniques, students learn that there are right and wrong
ways to do whatever methodology heing taught. The irnplicit and often exp1icit
lesson is that research methods arc not like ideas. When taught as arbiters of
ideas. methods have a higher status than theory and have an explicit aesthetic
that separates good frolll bad ways to know. Students arc STnart. They learn this
message.

Unfortunately, qualitative researchers arc often as guilty as quantitative
researchers in this, hut the point of this chapter is that methods are ideas and
theories in them scl ves. They have histories, are best understood as tenta tive.
and arc not separate from the theories they are used to test or explore. We argue
that method and theory are linked hy peop1e in concrete historical and ideational
contexts. When ideas are joined in paradigmatical1y new ways, they produce an
exciting program of "normal science" (Kuhn, 1970, p. 10), that over time
reveals the prohlematic assumptions of the paradigm. This is the case with criti-
cal ethnography, as we posit. Yet we do not want readers to interpret this point
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fatalistically. We are at a crossroads, and this gives us new possibilities. We
should not approach the crossroads thinking we are forced to choose one of the
existing roads. We should not choose between critical theory and ethnography.
Instead, we see that researchers are cutting new paths to reinscribing critique in
ethnography.

Our approach, put too silnply, is to turn the tools of ideology critique on
critical ethnography itself, and to suggest a new future for critical ethnograrhy.
We call this future (and its present manifestations) postcritical ethllography.

CRITICAL ETHNOGRAPHY

Critical ethnography has a history of SOll1e]() years. It emerged following what
was seen as a crisis in social science (Gouldner, I<J70) when discirline bound-
aries were fraying (Geertz, 197]), and when many Western democracies were
being challenged by elnancipatory social movements. Marxism was instrumen-
tal in challenging dominant social theories, but was in transition itself to a neo-
Marxism (and now post-Marxism) that was less deterministic and less associat-
ed with the Soviet Union. Hall (I <JR6) characterized it as "Marxism without
guarantees." As it has developed, critical ethnography has spanned disciplines
and nations. Clearly, it docs not have a unitary history but rather a set of histo-
ries (s0l11e of which we discuss later) demarcated by the lives of individual
scholars and sets of scholars and how these lives interpenetrated the many ideas
that we now describe as critical ethnography.

One of the central ideas guiding critical ethnography is that social life
is constructed in contexts of power. Thus, the histories we oller here must he
understood as our social construction. We encourage readers to seck other
views, other inscriptions.

There are many different definitions of critical ethnography
(Carspecken, 1996). In part, this is because critical ethnography is embedded in
the expansion of qualitative research methods and because its origins were mul-
tiple. Indeed, Quanti, (1992) argued that "no answer is likely to satisfy critical
ethnographers themselves, because to define the term is to assume an epistemo-
logical stance in which the social world can be precisely defined-a position
that is not very cri tical" (p. 448). Nonetheless, man y au thurs have st rugg led
through this multiplicity or definitions with the goal or cunceptual clarity.
Thomas (199]) offered a distinction between conventional ethnography and
critical ethnography: "Conventional ethnography describes what is; critical
ethnography asks what could be" (p. 4). That is, "critical ethnography is con-

ventional ethnography with a political purpose." As he explained, critical ethno-
graphers are "raising their voice to speak to an audience Oil hclwll of their suh-
jects as a means or empowering thelll by giving more authority tu the suhjects'

voice" (p. 4).
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Carspecken (1996) elaborated the definition by specifying that critical
researchers have huth a value orientation and a critical epistemolugy that char-
acteriles their work. Tu paraphrase (and quote), the value orientation of critical
ethnography includes the fol1owing:

1.
!

Research is to be used in cultural and social criticism.
Researchers are opposed to inequality in all its fOrIns.
Research should be used to reveal oppression and to challenge and
change it.

"All forms of oppression should be studied."
Mainstream research contrihutes to oppression and thus critical epis-
temo logy should presuppose equal power rclat ions. (pp. 6-7)

Carspecken then elahorated central points of critical epistemology. Again para-
phrasing (and quoting). he listed the following:

1.

4.

5.

I. Cri tica 1 epi stemology must he ex treTnel y preci se ahout the rclati on-
ship 0 f power t

() res ear c h c Ia in1S. val id itY c 1a iTllS, cuI tu I'e. and
thought.

"C ritic a I epis tem 0log y m ust rna ke the fa c t/va lu e d istin c t ion ve ry
clear and Illust have a precise understanding of how the two inter-
act."
Critical epistelllology must include a theory of how symbols are
used to represent reality, how this changes, and how power is impli-
cated in symholic representation and changes in symbolic represen-
tat ion. (p. 9)

Taken together. then. Carspecken highlighted the centrality of working ag<linst
power and oppression as key clements of critical ethnography, and for him this
acts on two levels. First, the critical ethnographer works against oppression hy
reveal ing and cri tiqu ing it. Equal1 y iTllportant, however, is that cri tica I et h nogra-
phers understand that know ledge itsel I' is a social practice interpenetrated wit h
power. To that end. critical ethnographers must explicitly consider how their
own acts of studying and representing people and situations are acts of domina-
tion even as critical ethnographers reveal the same in what they study. In this,
Carspccken asked that critical ethnography turn its value orientation and episte-
mologicalundcrstandings back on itself.

These definitional aHeTnpts help us understand what may he involved

in do in g c r it ic a I et h n
() g rap h y. hut this nlll s t co Tne wit hac aut ion. As () u ant z

(1992) argued, critical ethnography is not so Bluch a thing in itself as a pro.iect

within a wider discourse:

)

1.

Cri tical ct hnography is one form of an empirical project associated wi th

critical discourse. a form in which a researcher utililing field methods that
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place the researcher on-site attempts to re-present the "culture," the "con-

sciousness," or the "lived experiences" of people living in asymmetrical
power relations. As a "project." critical ethnography is recogni/ed as hav-
ing conscious political intentions that arc oriented toward emancipatory and

democratic goals. What is key to this approach is that for ethnography to he
considered "critical" it should participate in a larger "critical" dialogue
rather than follow any particular set of methods or research techniques. (pp.
448-449)

QuantI, recognized that this type of definition favors the critical side over the
ethnographic side, but viewed this as appropriate because critical ethnographers
refuse to separate theory froTH method. As we return to later. this also privileges
only one of the theories that were part of the origins of critical ethnography. Yet
QuantI, was quite correct in arguing that to understand critical ethnography, one

Illust place it in both a wider discourse and in the history of that discourse.
Anderson (19R9) offered the following account of the origins of critical

ethnography in education:

Critical ethnography in the field of education is the result of the following
dialectic: On one hand, critical ethnography has grown out of the dissatis-

faction with social accounts of "structures" like class, patriarchy, and
racism in which real actors never appear. On the other hand, it has grown
out of dissatisfaction with cultural accounts of human aclors in which hroad
structural constraints like class, patriarchy, and racism never appear.
Critical theorists in education have tended to view ethnographl'rs as too
atheoretical and neutral in their approach to research. Ethnographers have
tended to view critical theorists as too theory drivcn and hiased in their
research. (p. 249)

In the 1960s and 1970s, there was a growing challenge to the dominant
positivistic paradigm for educational and social research. The functionalist theo-
ry (with its focus on the social functions and systems of social arrangements

that contribute to equilibriuln) that undergirds positivism was being challenged
by Marxist theory that emphasized instead class struggle and conflict as the

basis of social arrangements. At the same time, positivistic science was increas-
ingly seen as inappropriately applied to social and cultural life. Although posi-
tivism posited a social and cultural life that was ob.iective and detcrrninislic, it
was increasingly argued that social life was in many ways sub.iective and social-
ly constituted. Thus, accounts or real life required a research methodology that
could capture the actual nature of social arrangcments and cultural heliefs. The
challenge itself was situated in a history of positivists using their notions of sci-
ence and theory to critique other notions of science and theory. Neo-rv1arxislll
and ethnography were hoth under attack by positivists. As neo-rv1arxists rejected
an overly detern,inistic Marxisn, in favor of ideology critique. positiviqs
charged that they were idealists and had no 111ethodology for empirical research.
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Ethnographers influenced hy hoth interpretiv!SJ11 and the sociology of knowl-

edge were leaving hehind functionalism, when positivists then charged that

ethnography had no theory and was relativistic. Faced with the dominant para-

digm's critiques. and with a shared interest in the less powerful. the union of

critical theory and interpretive ethnography proved to he productive.
However, this account is hoth somewhat ahistorical and acontextual.

To understand the progress and predicaments of critical ethnography. it is nec-

essary to historile critical ethnography and to place it in at least three intellectu-

al contexts. First. we review Quantz's (J 992) history of critical ethnography.

Second. we want to place critical ethnography in the context of the other devel-
opments with ethnography and qualitative research in education. Third. Wexler
(19~7) provided a more contextual and critical history that reframes critical

ethnography. and explicated some of the prohlems experienced hy critical

ethnography. All these, in turn. help us tether to a reconsideration of the post-

modern challenges to crit ical et hnography and u It imate Iy to the hroader poss i-

hilities and dimensions of a postcritical ethnography.
()uantl (J 9(2) viewed the discourse of critical ethnography as heing

primarily hased both in Great Britain and the United States. In the United State,,,.

deviance studies. most notably the qual i tat i ve, sym hol ic interact ion ist st ud ies 0 f

Becker (J 963, 19(4) in sociology were a caIJ to take the side of the underdog

and to do so by using the perspectives of the underdogs to challenge convention-

al world views. Becker's (Becker. e,eer. Hughes, & Strauss. 19(1) study made it

clear that even medical students could he understood similarly to he victims of
schools and that educational research should he directed away from improving

educational cfTiciency and toward legitimating student perspectives.

Similarly. a symbolic interactionist, social anthropology was develop-
ing through a series of case studies of British schools (cL Hargreaves. 19(7).

Studies of this type were critiqued as a relativistic romanticism that makes the

deviant an exotic and a victim rather than unpacking and attacking the idcology

and power that limits the emancipation of the suhject. As the British symholic

interactionist studies continued, they hecame more influenced hy continental

critical thought which "attempted to get beneath the social consciollsncss to the

material hasis for that consciousness" (QuantI" ) 992. p. 455). At the Centre for
Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham, ethnographic
methods were adopted as the methodology of choice for critical studies. There.

culture was conceived ~lShaving a material hase, hut was also highly complex

and not reducihle only to material relations. Quanti discussed the m;1IlY cthno-

graphics that resulted. including the now classic LearninR to Labor (Willis,
1(77) and Working Closs Girls (Ind the Culture (~l Femininit" (McRohhie.

197R). These ethnographies inscribed resistance theory and defined a central

prohlematic of resistance theory: resistance as a form of agency that reproduces

dominance and ideology (C,irollx, J9RJ).
In the United States. ethnography and field research in education had a

long history hut remained a minor tradition. In the I960s, interactionisl. phe-
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nomenological, and sociolinguistic studies were emerging even as educational
anthropology retnained rather functionalist and traditional. By the 1970s.
ethnography in education was hecotning a worthy challenger to the positivist
traditions. With the importation of the British critical studies and theoretical
work of Michael Apple and Henry Giroux, an American critical ethnography
was emerging. Everhart's (1983) Reading, Writing and Resistance and the
works of Sinl0n and Dippo (1986). and McLaren (\ 986) from Canada were
stitnulating and challenging to the more functionalist, interactionist, and linguis-
tic educational ethnographies. The result according to QuantI. was that: "the dis-
cursive traditions of critical theory have heen strengthened hy a method to
incorporate experience, and the experiential methods of educational ethnogra-
phy have heen deepened hy critical discourse" (p. 46\ ).

As QuantI. (1992) acknowledged. there is another account of critical
ethnography that focuses on the ethnography side of critical ethnography in
education. Ethnography in education was written against positivism and has had
at least three "moves": itnportation of method. legitimation of method. and the
CftstS of representation and objectification.

Ethnography is historically hased in anthropology and the study of cul-
ture. Although there were qualitative traditions in sociology and other disci-
plines that contrihuted to the importation of qualitative research into education.
anthropological ethnography was claitned to he the most thorough and rigorous
qualitative approach. ()ther approaches such as case studies and intensive inter-
view studies were seen as valid but only an approximation of ethnography.
These claims were part of what was imported with the ethnographic method
from anthropology hut took on special salience in education because of the
dotninance of positivism in education. Ethnography was heing brought into edu-
cation as a challenge to this dominance, and the hattles were heated and contin-
ue to even today (Ci/.ek, 1995). The "imported" ethnography in education \vas
being fashioned as a weapon that was reshaped in reaction to outcomes of the
battles. Early qualitative articles and books in education (Bogdan & Biklcn.
1982; LeCotnpte & (Joetz. 1982) directly accosted positivist claims about
knowledge, and studies often took the form of taking a generali/.ation derived
frotn q uant itat ive research and denlonstrati ng how it dill nol accou nt for what
was revealed in an ethnographic st udy. Ethnography in educat ion soon looked
d i ffere nt from the et h nograph ies of cd uc at ion done hy an th ropol og ist s. and
there were eOlnplaints from the anthropologists about the changes being made
(Jacob. 1987: Spindler, 1982).

In part, the com plai nts may have been ahou t an thropology losi ng con-
trol over the method. but there was morc to it. Anthropologists \vorked with
cthnography in a context that largely defined ethnography the accepted mcthod.
w hill' cducationa I eth nographers were fight ing for the accepta nce ()I' the ir
methodology. In the latter context, ethnography's fortH was altered to meet the
strategic needs of seeking legitimacy. Yet in the legitimalion struggle. it was
assumed that ethnography was a superior method. Unfortunately this ignored
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ethnography' s origi ns in colon ial iSJll. Rosaldo ( 1989) characteri zed the et h nogr;l-

phy that was to he imported into education: the "Lone Ethnographer" (Rosaldo.

1989. p. ~()) left his advanced civi1ization and traveled in search of a primitive

native guided hy heliefs in objectivism. monumentalisJll (accounts th;lt render

culture as a museum-like display). tiolelessness (primitives did not change). and

a cOlllplicity with imperialism «(Jeertz. 19R8). At the origins of critical ethnogra-
phy then. nei ther cri t ique nor et hnography themselves were cri t iqued.

The legitimacy struggle of ethnography in education took place on
many fronts. This required adaptations of the olethodology and a hroadening of

the methodology into a more generalinxl qualitative research, in which cthnog-
rap hy was hut 0 ne va ria nt. W hi Ie the leg i t i rn ac y strug g let 00 k PIace wid e Iy

across the fields within education (curriculum studies, social foundations. edu-

cational administration. and so on, and is sti1l is engaged in areas such as special

education). we focus here on two of the major fronts in which the struggle took

different forms: educational evaluation and educational research.

One of the key sites of the legitimacy struggle was in educational eval-

uat ion where the press of produci ng useful know ledge was revea ling t he Ii III i ts

of quantitative methods. Positivism was unable to respond to the "political

inherency" (Crreene, 1(94) of prograrn evaluation, and was increasingly cri-
tiqued as arrogant in the demands for positivistic rigor and irrelevant hecause it

could not situate itself in the real world of decision Jllaking (Greene, 1994). The

alternatives to positivism were heing argued in the late 1960s and early I 97()s.

Scriven's (1967) argument that evaluation was hest understood as a process of
valuing, and his ;lrgulllent for a goal-free approach to evaluation (Scriven, 197~)

undercut the claims of scientific evaluators that programs should he goal-hased.

House ( 1977) made his classic distinction between rnerit and worth in evalua-

tion, arguing against positivisrn as he argued for evaluation heing hased on

assessments of worth of various stakeholders. Cronhach (1980), Guba and

Lincoln ( 19X I), and many others also contributed to the movement and by the
1980s, the struggle for legitimacy had eased into detente.

Lincoln and Guba (19X5) did not, however, limit themselves only to

evaluation, and thus were key participants in the legitiJllacy struggle on other

fronts as well. They and others (e.g., Bogdan & Biklen, 19R2: LeCompte &

Goetz, 1982) hegan to articulate qualitative Illethods as legitimate in education-

al research in genera1. Educat ional research had been not only posili vistie, hut
largely psychological as well. Qualitative researchers in education countered

with appeals to their disciplinary bases in sociology and anthropology. This
claim to legitimacy, of course, is somewhat different than the basis wrought in
educational evaluation just discussed. Here, the legitimation strategy went

heyond the claims that positivism was unable to capture the complexity of edu-

cation, and in doing so, inadvertently undercut the claim that education could

he a discipline of its own. Ironical1y, the claims to disciphnary hasis was heing

accom pi i shed as the sa nct i ty of disci pl j nes thernse I ves was g i vi ng way to

"hlurred genres" (Geertl" 197~). Although qualitative researchers in education
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were also ulti tHatel l' successful in ach ievi ng a form of detente in ed ucat iona I
research, they did so by rei n forc i ng posi t i v i st ic assulll pt ions that methods \\'ere

to be justified by claims to disciplines outside of education. This also meant

that the g r 0 u nd s fo r leg i t i III at ion wit h i n ed ucat ion we r e to bee sse n t i a II y
Illethodological.

The result has had a reinscription of positivism's methodological fetish

and reproducing it in qualitative methods as well. Scholars worked on analogies

for quanti tati ve val id it l' and re1iahi I i ty (K irk & Miller, 19R6; LeCompte &
Goetz, 19R2), criteria for trustworthiness (Guba, 19R I), improved techniques
(Krueger, 1988; Miles & Huberman, 1994; Mishler, 19R6), synthesi/ing multi-

ple studies (Noblit & Hare, 1988), and paradigm and epistemological justifica-

tions (Guba, 1990). This Illethodological fetish resulted in a burgeoning indus-
try of texts and handbooks, including this one. Much of this work is interesting

and provocative to read, but the point is that much of this work has been driven

externally by concerns for legi titllacy.

Legi ti mat ing qual itat i ve research proceeded on other grounds as well.

Qual itati ve research was rhetorical Iy construcled as represent i ng the interests of

oppressed peoples. The focus on multiple perspectives did in fact allow qualita-

tive research to represent the interests of those who were not being heard in the

wider educational discourse. This alignment led to qualitative research in educa-

t ion bei ng about gi vi ng "voice" (Fi ne, 1994a) to the oppressed . Yet as Fi ne
noted, voice all too easi Iy gave way into ventri loq uy, espec iall y as the method-
ology struggled for legitilllacy. The colonialist origins of ethnography, even
wi th all the changes in qual i tati ve Illethods, were sti II dOIll i nan t.

As ethnography and qualitative research were seeking legitimacy in

educational research, in part by appealing to discipline heritage, it was being
argued that the interpret i vist perspecti ve was spread ing across the hu man i ties

and social sciences, underculti ng disci pI ine c lai ms and boundaries. The "blurred

genres" (Geert/, 1973) posited that ethnographic accounts were interpretations

of interpretations. In tHany ways, Geertl did not anticipate that this move would

both proIllote qualitative researchers exploring the "linguistic turn" (Toe\\'s,
1987, p. 879), sem iotics, and postructural isnl, and uhi mate Iy contri oute to a cri-

sis of representation (Marcus & Fischer, 19R6) within ethnography.

The crisis of represen tat ion meant that qual i tati ve researc hers cou Id no
longer make a strong clainl to realism in their writing. That is, because ethnog-

raphers were constructing ethnographies as products of their 0\\'11 culture
instead of producing accounts of others' culture, reflexivity, positionality (race,
class, gender, actual orientation, and ideology of the researcher) and representa-

tion were issues to be addressed in both research and writing. tv1cCadden et al.
(1999) argued that representation is actually a derivative of a more suhstantial

crisis of objcctification. For them. the real issue is that poststrucluralism and
postmodernism problcmati/,e the idea that social life can he understood and ren-

dered objectively. If objective accounts arc impossihle, then all accounts.

including critical ethnographies, are productive of suh.iectivity. Without a basis
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to claim objectivity then, hoth empiricism and realism are problematic claims

for ethnography.

The crisis, however conceived, has led to considerahle experimentation

in edue at ion alet hn0g rap hy. N ar rat i ve (Val., I 99 7 ) , lit era r y (N 0 h.1i t. 1090 :

Richardson & Lockridge, 1(98), poetic (Glesne, 1997), impressionistic (Van
Maanen, 1988). autoethnographic (Ellis & Bochner, 1(96) and other approaches

arc all heing elaborated. Similarly, many authors have experimented with how

to display their positionality and reflexivity (Fine, 1994b; Nohlit. 1l)93: Weis &
Fine, 1993). In this experimentation, the realist ethnography that was married to

critical theory is left hehind, and in doing so, questions the critical approach

itsc\ r.
We x ler ( 1987) conte x tu aI i zed these hi storica I accou n ts d i fferen t Iy

when he focuses on the leftist "new sociology of education." Although Wexler

included many of the same authors that QuantI. reviewed, it must he remem-

hered that they are not fuJly cornparahle accounts. Wexler focused more on the

United States and critical sociological studies. Yet Wexler's account allows a

rather different reading of the history of critical ethnography. Although QuantI.

achieved his goal of descrihi ng the developrllent of critical ethnography, W ex ler

was seeking an explanation and critique. Wexler argued that the accounts or

development and critical ethnography fail to place it in hro[\der historical and
pol it ica I conte x ts, i nclud i ng that accounts arc created wi th in acadern ic nOrlns

that hide other meanings of such accounts. He wrote: "The i]]usion of autonomy

is integral to, and protective of, the acadenlic norm which codes conceptual
change only as a theoretical advance, rather than as also rationalinttion or

change" (p. 5). Wexler's point is that accounts of critical ethnography do not

turn the tools of critique upon themselves.

Wexler's history of the field also gave new meaning to the contestation

in cri tical ethnography. Indeed, he argued that critical ethnography in educat ion

worked to hlock hoth the transformation of the field and our understanding of

education's centrality in wider social transfornlations. The prohlem was that

critical ethnography constructed its work as negation and critique that although

having productivc moments, "recoups and repeats the logic and concepts of an

earlier time, the time of its origin in opposition" (p. 6). Turning thc concepts of

crit ical et hnography on i tse If, the opposi tion and resi stance cri t ica I cth nograph y

turned out to he reproductive.

For Wexler, the old sociology of education began in Progrcssivism

and the newly developing power of the professional middle class. He argued

that there was a "conceptual consensus" (p. 27) to the field before the 1960s

cluc to its relations to the larger Progressive movenlent. Yet this consensus

masked a "central historic conflict, between the educationists and sociologists"
(p. 27). In this conllict, educationists heJd a lower status, Ha role later replayed

in the new sociology of education" (p. 28). In the early years or this century,
the educationists were more active contrihutors to the discip]inc. They submit-
ted more art icles, trai fled more leaders in the field, and held pol i tical Iy impor-
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tant positions in professional associations. Y cl they were unable to compete

with thc positivistic science project in sociology at large. and by the 1960s.

argued Wexlcr, "The split between scientific sociology of education and a

'reforlllist' and interdisciplinary social foundations of education was already
institutionally well established" (p. 29).

The old sociology of education reflected the "social rcgulative intcrests

and idcology of the Progressive moveIl1ent" (p. 2lJ). It had estahlished as a cen-

tral rcsearch theme how external factors, such as social class and school

resources, interfered with individual cotl1petition in a meritocratic educational

systelll. Wexler noted that this definition of inequality within the old sociology

of education fueled the development of cultural deprivation explanations of
minority group performance in schools. The educational policies based on this

tradition, including equal funding and compensatory education. failed. as had its

central hypothesis, when empirical research repeated "no dillerence" findings.

Wexler argued these failures werc insufficient to stop the science project of soci-

ology frolll becotning the dOtninant paradigm of the field. By 1970. status attain-

tnent research with its "coll1pclitive individualist images of inequality" (p. ~ I)

dotninated with its study of tnobility. A second area of research in the old soci-

ology of education cmphasized Progressive values of efficiency. cooperation.

and professionalism in education. Organizational variables were correlated with
individual outcolnes in a systems analysis that ignored both everyday life in

schools and wider social movements and beliefs-what Wexler termed "decon-

textualized organizational models of professionally managed elliciency" (p. 31 ).

Both views of the old sociology of education employed a view of knowledge as
appropriately stratifying and producing social consensus, a view that was con-

tested by thc new sociology or education as it becamc critical ethnography.
Critical ethnography, according to Wexler. also emcrged within a con-

text similar to that of the old sociology of education. For the new sociology or

educat ion, the context was one of ex pand ing un i versi ties and a grow ing profes-

sional tniddle class. It should be noted, however. that the new sociology of edu-

cation (a) was not a direct successor to the old sociology and
(b) had ami ni mal

effect on the old sociology of education. Wexler argued that the rise of the new
sociology was based in its social analysis of education: critique. It had a particu-

lar fortn and content (academic and radical) that also allowed it to contain a
contradiction between continuing the goals of the movement while accepting
political defeat. In the early 1970s, the new sociology of education was predom-

inantly British and incorporated a sociology of knowledge perspective. As

Wexler wrote: "This theoretical centering on the knowledge qucstion hrought
together the sociology of knowledge tradition and the more classroom-hased.
pedagogical interest of the curricularists in both classroom interaction and

school knowledge" (p. 35). Neo-Marxislll entered the new sociology in the late

1970s when an explicit attempt was made to reformulate the new sociology into

a Mar xis t fr a III e w
()

r k . and t h u s .i 0 i n i nth e wid e r m
()

v e m c n t
()

I' c r i tic a I the 0 r y

occurring in a range 01 disciplines.
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The new sociology was a counterpoint to the old sociology of educa-
tion. Whereas the old sociology of education saw schooling as consensual and
integrative, the new sociology saw in it opposition~ resistance, and conn ict. The
new sociology first explored ideology critique~ wherehy dehunking established
knowledge. This was followed hy the redefinition of the field as the study of
cultural reproduction, whi1e retaining the assumptions of ideology critique. The
reproduction discourse was elahorated in the late J97()s~ hut ideology critique
remained the central logic. Radical scholarship was also divided hetween struc-
tural and cultural theories of reproduction (Giroux, 19R1). Structural theories
argued ideology was more than ideas; rather~ it was a material practice. Cultural
theories argued that dominant social class culture was taught as universal
knowledge in schools, stratifying know1edge and students, reproducing a class
society.

By the early J9ROs, however~ social and cultural reproduction theory
was in disrepute~ even among its earlier proponents. Wexler argued that the shift
was of central concepts: Totality was replaced hy relative institutional autono-
my, structural integration shifted to descrihing internal contradictions, {lnd repro-

duction of domination hecame mitigated hy the study of conflict, whereas the
explanations of social change hecame structural contradictions of capitalism and
the autonomy and resistance or the working class. Critical ethnography replicat-
ed the I-,eft's critique or liheralisnl and its rOTnantic individualism, Wexler
argued. As a result, critical ethnography through opposition, confirmed individu-
alism as an ideology. Also, the critical ethnography critique of liheralism was
self-defeating in that it justified the New Right's attack on liheralism. Wexler
argued that the discourse of the New Left hecarne disoriented. Furthermore, the
university expansion that spawned the new sociology of education and ultimate-
ly critical ethnof!raphy was replaced with a concern for retrenchnlent. Academic
unemployment and the dismissals or radical academics further deJllonstrated
how university expansion had fed critical ethnography. Wexler postulated that
this change left critical ethnographers disarmed to deal with a newly powerful
Rif!ht. Both disoriented and disarmed, critical ethnographers hegan to articulate
education in terms of social rnOVeJllents. Ideo]ogy was redefined to he but a
moment in an involved process of co11ective action rather than heing simply
reproductive. Yet the increasing proletarianization of university faculty in the
1980s pressed critical ethnographers to focus Inore on the technical issues of
their studies and less on asserting their values. Wexler viewed this internally
exiled speech as an ironic legacy frolll those who first engaged in ideology cri-
tique as part of gaining institutional inclusion and Jcgitinlilation.

WexJcr summariled the changes in the critical discourse from the
1960s to the late Il)ROs: "The new sociology of education discourse follows,
though in an ahstract. rationali/,ed language, the social path of its producers:
froIll ideology-critique to awareness of systemic reproduction through the accu-
mulation of cultural capital; and then froln idealized and social1y displaced indi-
vidual cultural resistance to the dissonant hifurcation hetwcen an idealizcd
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social rnobilization and an unconscious politics of internally exiled speech'" (p.
45). For Wexler, this final contradiction is sufficient to push criticul ethnogra-
phy out of the Progressive liberal paradigm to which it was attached in nega-
tion, and out of the abstract Marxist theory. to what he termed social analysis.

Wexler's social analysis involved being historically rellexive about
one's own theory and research. It required a "'new contextual ism" in which
knowing is understood as an historical cultural practice. and saw research meth-
ods as tools for producing knowledge. He noted the role of oral and life history
rnethods in constituting the present and the past. As people discussed their lives.
they both related the past and constructed a present with the interviewer. Thus.
oral history allowed a hernlenelltic conversation to take place, interrupting dom-
inant discourses. He also saw in French feminists a similar struggle against
silence or misrepresentation as they "struggle to write the moving and multiple
feminine subject against the stereotyped 'woman'" (p. (6). Wexler based his
social analysis of education both in the study of the social organization of mean-
ing production and in textual ism that focused on how symholic processes con-
stituted the subject as well as knowledge and meaning. Wexler shifted from
social theory to literary theory and to an "historically relevant theory of social
practice" (p. 127). Textualisnl was critical because it had an amhivalent attitude
to new social arrangements and because it was an "'anti-reifying practice'" (p.
132). For Wexler, the dereification of discourse became "'the historical/v, criti-

cal practice" (p. 133), and poststruct ural iSlll, wi thits den ial of a final sign ified.
enabled a social practice for social analysis. This social practice revealed that
the meanings people give to situations were socially constructed and not deter-
mined. Importantly, this realization meant that less powerful people could
appropriate the social construction or meaning to advance their own interest.
Postmodernisrn, Wexler argued, allowed the derei rication of scient dlc discourse
itselC undercutting the claims of both positivism and critical ethnography.

Wexler's account, then. shows critical ethnography to he in many ways
a failed project in that it reproduces its opposition and in doing so hlocks social
transformation. Wexler is also unlike many other criticalists in his understanding
or postmodern ily. Although we discuss th is in dL'laiI later. it is iIllportant to see
how Wexler both reached into the past for one of the original theoretical contri-
butions to critical ethnography. the sociology of knowledge. in his efforts to
"loosen the grip of historically reified knowledge" (p. 4) and then linked this to
poststructuralism and postmodernisln. He understood the threat this move por-
tends to critical ethnography: "I know that such an alternative can send a chill of
anti-scientific relativism to the heart of orthodox and liberal alike'" (p. )()).

It is important also that we place Wexler's account against the other
con texts we discussed. First, cri tical et hnography in the Un ited States lost the
sociology of knowledge base that it had in its origins in the United Kingdom.
and replaced it with a neo-l11arxism that reified structure. materialism. realism.
and rationalism. Although the sociology of knowledge project was put aside
within critical ethnography. it did not disappear from education. Rather the
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anti foundational perspective it presented was elahorated in the strugg1c to
develop and legitimate ethnographic and qualitative methods, accepting the
methodological fetish of educational research. The sociology of knowledge also

continued as a minor act in social theory, and as we are doing here, is heing
reinscrihcd in postmodernism and poststrllcturalism (Dant. 1991: Ladwig, It}96:
McCarthy, 1996: Popkewit;, 199X). Ant ifOllndationali sm was also at the h;1Se

()r

the criticisms of critical theory and ethnography. As Bennett and LeCompte
(1990) explained:

In the middle and late I 9XO' s. crit ical theory came under its own ;It t;1Ck hy
social theorists stich as post-structuralists, feminists (Delamont. 19X9:

Lather. 19R6h: Ellsworth. 19XX) and anti-rationalists
(Ellsworth. 19XX).

While these approaches differ in their emphases and arc as varied as 1he

researchers \vho espouse them, they all draw on the analytic constructs
oj

earlier functionalist and conflict approaches, as well as the post-positivists'

attack on "hard science." They also utilize the perspective of interpretivist

theorists, accepting the premise that reality is constructed of the sum of the

realities of individuals interacting: in any given setting:. These appro;1Ches

place great importance on the presentation of "multiple voices" (Geert/.,

1973. 19XX) of all part icipants---cspecia1\y less powerful part ici pants such

as women, memhers of minority groups, and students---in social interaction.
(p.29)

These critics argued that critical theory and ethnography was in itself a form of
hegemony-patriarchal, Eurocentric, indi vidual ist ic, and white. W ex ler hel ps liS

understand why this hecame the case. Critical ethnography reproduced posi-
tivist and runctionalisttheories by negation, reinscribing individualism, and the
Right's critique or liheralism. Critical theorists responded to these challenges
with allempts to legitimate critical ethnography itself. Thus, when the domi-
nance of class-hased analyses were challenged, the result was to declare a "par-
at1ctist" (M orrow & Torres, 199R) pos ition in which cri tical theory was argued

to be applicable to the study of gender dOInination llluch in the samc way it was
to have worked with social class. The cha\1cnge of race ted to a furthcr elahora-
tion into a "nonsynchronous parattelist" position (McCarthy & Apple, 19RR). In
each of these moves, however, critical ethnographers and theorists refused to
engage the fundamental chal lenge of relational knowledge and ant ifoundat ion-
alism. The result was "a theory which could never he wrong" (I,adwig, 1996, p.

40), revealing critica1thcory's ideological hase. As Wexler
( 19R7) explains: "!\

critical analysis which hides uncertainty and disjuncture in a coherent story is
also ideological" (p. 1(4). This reduction of critical theory's clain1 to rational
knowledge leaves critical ethnography, ironicatty, to he a form of ideological
practice. It becomes an ideology like at1 ideologies, and although it tllay claitll

to be a valued perspective, it is only one fortn of "openly ideological research"
(Lather, 1986a, p. 6.",). Critical theory also extcrnalized the anti foundational cri-
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tique, first through an exploration of the poststructuralisrn and postmodernisrn

as "new" paradigms that when critiqued could be in part subsumed into critical
theory (Giroux, Lankshear, McLaren, & Peters, ]LJ96: Kincheloe & McLaren,

1994; Torres & Mitchell. 199R). In this, we replicated the origins of critical

ethnography in which cri tical ethnographers accepted Habermas' (197\ ) charac-

teri zation of interpreti ve research as serving on Iy practical interests, reserv i ng
elnancipatory interests to crit ical theory. Nonetheless, it has become increasing-
ly clear that Habermas was incorrect in this. Instead of interpretive theories

being practical, they offer a Inore radical critique than critical theory was able to

deliver (Lather, 1992). As Sarris (199.1) concluded:

Understanding and not control is the goal of critical discourse. and this

understanding is dynamic, dialogical in nature. A more clearly stated pur-

pose for critical thinking might he to foster a process or altitude which

enahles the individual In, as Gramsci says, '''know thyself' as a product of
historical process to date," which can only corne ahout when that history

and assumptions ahout it are challenged. Knowing thyself and knowing the

other, then, are interdependent. (p. I)J)

THE POSTMODERN CHALLENGE?

Critical theorists and critical ethnographers are not the only ones concerned
about the implications of postmodernity. There are many opposed to the ideas
that people are call ing posfl1lode,.11iSI1l. Pearl and Kn ight (llJ9LJ) arc pursu ing a
"general theory" of dell10cratic education, and are decidedly not critical theo-
rists. In fact, they argued that crit ical theorists have avoided spec ify ing thei r
ideas in practice and do not ell1phasin? the importance of the balanced treatment
of ideas. Pearl and Knight argued critical theorists "do not meet our definition
of democratic education" (p. 54). They are even more concerned with the inade-
quacies of postmodernism, and argued that "postmodernism is the logical con-
seq ue nee of host iIity toward not on Iy all grand narrat ives but to de!l1ocrac y.
specifically" (p. 27).

Critical theorists, for their part, share Pearl and Knight's basic con-
cerns about postmodernisrn. Torres and Mitchell (Il)LJR) also viewed postmod-
ernism as a threat to democracy as well as to the possibility of addressing race,
class, and gender differences. They acknowledged critical theory's origins in
modern ism by argu ing that what postmodern ity is m issi ng is an em phasi s Oil
"critical Inodernism" (p. 7). Ebert (1991) argued that "the post modern is
increasingly seen as the end of transforTllative politics" and called "into qucstion
emancipation itself as a political agenda" (p. 2LJ1). She then proceeded "to write
the political hack into the post modern" (p. 291) via a "resistance post mod-
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ernism" (p. 29l) that she distinguished frOJll the "ludic post modernism" or
Derrida ( )97R), I.,yotard (19R4), and Baudri})ard (19RR) that denies a transcen-

dental metanarrative. She clearly viewed the challenge of "ludic" postmod-
ernism to the critical agenda. For her, Lyotard's (19R4) cultural policy of play-
ful, experimental. and transgressive suhversions or the "rules" or grand narra-
tives to prevent the easy circulation of Jl1eaning in culture denies the possihility
of the crit ieal project. Kincheloe and McLaren (1994) used Ehert's "lull ic" char-
acterization to rethink the linkage between critical theory and qualitative
research. In their efrort, they argue ludic postmodernisrn "is decidedly limited in
its ah i1itY tot ran s1'0rm so cia I and pol itic a Ire g inl es 0 f power" (p . J4.1) and
"tends to reinscrihe the status quo" (p. 144). They viewed resistance postmod-
crnisrn or critical postrnodernisrn as an extension and appropriation of ludic
postlllodernism that" hrings to ludic postnlodernism a form of materialist inter-
vention" (p. 144). In their rorJlllJlation, postmodernisrn is a condition to he
explained away hy critical analysis. They see the fragnlcntation and discontinu-
ity of postmodernity as a consequence of class struggle, institutionalized power,
and the contestation of historical accounts.

Post modernists and poststructuralists would arguahly agree with this
last point. Some pnstf110dernists and poststructuralists argue that it is hetter to
think or postmodernity as a historically specific condition rather than a Ihenry.
Lemert ( 199}) explained:

Postmodernism. if it means anything at all. means to say that since the mid-
century thc world has oroken into its political and cultural parts. The very
idca of the \vorld revolving on a true axis has proven finite. The axial prin-
ciples of thc twcntieth-century world-European culture, British adminis-

tration. American capitalism. Soviet politics-have come apart as a matter
of fact, not of theory. The multiple identities and local politics. . . are !lot
just another way: they are what is left.

Murillo (I 999a. t 99911) went further, arguing that postJl1odernity has a racial

face. People of color have had to live postnl0dernity for some time, hut only

recently has it come to privileged Whites and intellectuals. Although post-

modernity and poststructuralism are not to he equated, they co-exist and com-

plement one another. Defining these tenns is decidedly difficult because hoth

qucstion object ifieat ion of ideas, but is well worth the art iculat ion.
Postmodernity is Jnarked hy the end of grand narratives (Lyotard,

19X4) that de term ine the play of human history. I n this sense, then, cri t ica I theo-
ry and ethnography are hoth essentially Jll0dernist projects deploying notions of
ohjectivity and definitive representation. Poststructuralisn1 is linked to post-

modernity, hut has its roots in the 1inguistic structuralisJll of de Sallsslire. For de

SaliSSlire (1959), there was a "final signified" hehind language. That is. there

was the possihility of an ohjective reality. Poststrllctural1sts reject the notion or
a final signified, arguing that reality is constructed in conlexts or power rela-
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tions and clai illS to fi nal sign i fieds in theory or research are instead c lai ms to

power. As both postmodernism and poststructuralism are antifounuational. they

represent a familiar challenge to critical ethnography. They revisit the struggle

between interpretivism (the sociology of knowledge) and critical theory at the

origins of critical ethnography (Dant, 199 I: Popkewitz, 199R). Popkewitz
( 1995) reframed the critical ethnography critique of postmodernisll1 and post-

structuralism as being itself relativistic: "the concern of relativism is an attempt

of critics to privilege their perspectives whose absence is defined as relati vist

and thereby worthless and not competent" (p. x vi). That is, a critique of rela-

tivism is a strategic move to remain dominant. Mannheim (1952) was aware of

this phenomena when he was writing in German in the 1920s and 1910s, and

argued the appropriate characterization was not relativism but relationalisrn:

Relationalism signifies merely that all the elements of meaning in a given

situation have reference to one another anu derive their significance from

this reciprocal interrelationship in a given frame of thought. Such a system

of meanings is possihle and valiu only in a given type of historical exis-

tence, to which, for a time, it furnishes appropriate expression. (p. 76)

Mannheinl was concerned with ideology and power as well. and these arc even
more evident in understandings of postrnodernisrn and poststructuralisrn.
F 0 u c a ult (I 98 () ) ,of co u r s e , a s a po s ts t r u c tu r a lis t h ad an ex p Iic it 1'0c u son

power/knowledge. As Popkewitz ( 1998) eXplained:

Foucault provides methodological strategies for interpreting how the consti-

tution of the "self" and "individuality" arc the effects of power: he joins

that issue to a consideration of the social sciences as practices that deploy

power. (p. 48)

In sumnlary, the post modern challenge docs not reject critique, instead
it rejects a claim to objective knowledge: and objective knowledge was precise-
ly what critical theory was to bring to its marriage with ethnography. The chal-

lenges to critical ethnography arc both multiple and postcritical (Lather, 1992:

in the sense that they critique themselves): feminist critical (Fine. 19943, 1994b:
Marshall, 1997: Weis, 1995), critical race (Scheurich & Young. 19(7). mojado

(Murillo, 1999a, 1999b), queer theory (Hennessy, 19Y5: Seidman, IY(5), post-

modern (Scheurich, 1997), poststrllctllral (Lather, IYY 1), postcolonial (Murillo.
1999a), critical sociology of knowledge (Wexler, 1(87), native ethnography

(Benard & Pedruza, 1989; Jennings, 19(9), and so on. Postcritical ethnogra-

phies directly challenge the epistell1ology of critical ethnography and can be
argued to constitute an alternative. Adkins and GUIl/,enhauser ( 19t)Y) \\Tote:
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claims are not .justified in the same sense th~1t claims arc justified in post-

positivist rcse~\rch. Knowledge ceases to exist in the convention~1I sense of

knowledge as justified true helieL Knowledge instead is understood as the

product of a moment of mutual construction that at once converges diver-

gent perspectives and preserves the divergence. Because knowledge and the

process of knowledge justification arc redefined, this is the heginning of

what may he considered an alternative epistemology. In this way, we mC\y

hegin to imagine an alternative epistemology with which to inform a post-

critical ethnography. (p. 71
)

Although there are clear differences in poststructuralisrn and postmodernism. it

is clear that postl11odernity is not the clirnination of the political, as characteri/ed
hy crit ical ethnographers (Lather, 1992). As Noddings

( 1995) summarized:

Postmodernists helievc that the search for an all encompassing description
of knowledge is hopeless. Instead they emphasize how knowledge and
power arc connectecL how domains of expertise evolve. who profits from

and who is hurt hy various claims to knowledge, and what sort of language

develops in communities of knowers. (p. 72)

Rat her than negat ing po1it ics. postcrit ical ethnograph ies req uire the interroga-

tion of the power and politics of the critic himsc1f/herse1f as well as in the social

scene studied. As hooks ( I(90) explained:

Committed cultural critics-whether white or hlack. scholars or artists-
can produce work that opposes structures of domination. that presents pos-
sihilities for a transformed future hy wittingly interrogating their own \\'ork

on aesthetic and political grounds. This interrogation itself hecomes an act

of critical intervention, fostering a fundamental attitude of vigilance rather
than denial. (p. )3)

Clearly. somc crit ieal ethnographers are disturbed by the impl icat ions
of postmodernisll1 for their practice (Kinche1oe & McLaren. 1994). But it is
important to understand this in a hroader context. If we 100k on1y at the con-

flicts hetween postmodernisl11 and critica1 theory, we 111aythink this is a special

case in the history of critica1 ethnography. But it is not the case. As ment ioned

earlier. Bennett and I,eCompte ( 1990) showed that critical ethnography has had

a history of controversy ahout its exclusiveness, patriarchy, Eurocentrality, and

its oversimpli ficd view of asytnnletric power relations, that seem i ngly expects

consenslis to result from transforl11ative efforts. As Popkewil1 (1995) explained.
it is hetter to view critica1 ethnography as a socia1 field in which scholars strug-
gle to define which views of critical research arc to he authoritative. In this

ficld. there is a recognizahle fortn to the strugg1e. The postcritical challengers
argue that critical ethnographers have not and arc not taking into account chang-
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ing social conditions and the unique forms of power that arc cmployed to con-
trol different oppressed peoples. The Old Left issucs the critique. that postcriti-
cal challengers are threateni ng relativism and/or nihil ism. and authoritarianism
(Popkewitz, 1(95) and then proceed to analyze the challengers' positions for
points of similarity, and argue for a synthesis that privileges the Old Left posi-
tion. Consequently, they end up worki ng to advance critical ethnography's own
agenda. The postmodern challenge is heing played out similarly. As Popkewitz
(1995) put it, critical ethnographer called to reject postmodernism arc strong

rhetoricall y, but u Iti mate! y con trad ictory. The structural categories cen tral to
critical ethnography Hare historically constructed within power relations"
(Popkcwitz, 1995, p. xix). and critical ethnography's refusal to prohlematize
their intellectual and conceptual categories produces a form of authoritarianism.

Thc supposed challcnge of postmodernism to critical ethnography.
then. is not new. It revisits. in new terms. the origins of critical ethnography and
signals the cnd or critical ethnography as it was initially constituted. As Lather
(1992) explained:

In translating critical theory into a pedagogical agenda. (post )critical fore-

grounds movement beyond the sedimented discursive configurations of

essentialil.ed. romanticizcd subjects with authentic needs and real identities.

who rcqu i re gcneral i zed cmanci pation from general ized social oppression

via the mediations of liberatory pcdagogucs capahle of exposing the "real"

to those caught up in the distorting meaning systems of late capitalism. (p.
Ill)

LeCompte (1995) slIllunarized postmodernism as a rejection of authors
"who give voice to the authoritativc canon," and moreover. as a conceptual (or
nonconceptual) rrame Hhas incorporated the methods of social constructionism
and symhol ic interactionism" (p. I() I )

Postmodernism and poststructLiralism move heyond the anti I'oLinda-

tionalism of the sociology of knowledge and interpretivism. According to
Scheurich (1997), anti foundational ism runctioned as half of a
fou ndational iStll-relat ivisln hi nary in wh ich each reproduced the ot her in thei r
opposition. Postcritical ethnography works as part of a "postfoundationalism"
that moves beyond the binary (Schcurich. 1(97) with the more explicit focus on
power than prescnt in interprctivism and the sociology of kno\vledge. This
otlers the possibility of reinscrihing critique as well. As Ellsworth (Il)~~).
Lather (19~6b), Wexler (19~7), Ladwig. ( 1(96). Murillo (1l)l)9a). Givens
(1999), .Jennings (1999). McCadden et al. (1999): and Adkins and
Gunzenhauscr (1999), all10ng others excmplify, this critique undermines the
objectivity and definitive representation claims (Hollinger. 1994) of critical
ethnography. Instead of grand narrati ves giving meaning to our research. post-
modernism leaves us in the decidedly difficult position that \\'e are responsihle
1'0r ere a tin g the w 0 rI d we ha ve and are res p0 ns ihie ro r w hat i s com i n ~ .
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Furthermore. postmodernism understands that social life is never simply ratio-

naL and thus acting responsihly is filled with unanticipated consequences
(Giddens, 197Y). irony, discontinuity, and contradiction. Under these condi-

tions, postmodernists see reflexivity and playfulness as reasonahle ways or act-

ing responsihly. These in many ways offer possihilities for postcritical ethno-

graphies, as this volume attests.

POSSIBILITIES FOR POSTCRITICAL ETHNOGRAPHY

Postcritical approaches arc many and diverse. Although postcritical ethnogra-

phies arc not anyone single thing, it is possih1e to consider some issues that the

many approaches ~lddress. What is irnportant to rerllemher is that each approach

not only varies in what else is important heyond these issues. hut also in the rcl~

ative importance of these issues to the overall approach. We think it is mistaken

to argue that postfoundationalisrn is fnore important than the status of women in

feminist critical ethnographies, race to critical race ethnographies, sexwli orien-

tation to queer theory, and so on. To understand the nature of the different post-

critical ethnographies and to execute such studies, we argue that readers should

hecome versed in the specific approach, and then consider how the following

issues (and others) are deployed in each. Of course. the portrayal of these issLies

and the statement .iust made should he critically examined in the process. The

issues that need to he considered in conducting postcritical ethnographies

include hut arc not necessarily lilllited to; positionality, reflexivity. ohjectivity.

and representation. These issues hleed into one another and arc not to he under-

stood as a criteria for a "good" postcritical ethnography. Rather. they are ways

people have tried to think about what they are doing, and are working through.

Positionality involves heing expJicit ahout the grours and interests the

postcritical ethnographer wishes to serve as well as his or her hiography. One' s

race, gender, class. ideas, and commitrnents arc suh.iect to exploration as part of

the ethnography. Indeed, position may he so inlportant that it can he seen as ~H1

epistemological claim as in Collins' (1991) standpoint epistemology. Her point

is that position and identity may he the hasis of a theory of knowledge that then

is explicated via research. Positionality also involves "studying up" in the sense

that the focus of the ethnography may well he institutional arrangements (lnd

social movemcnts (Murillo, 1999h; Wexler, 19R7) or the n10re powerful as with

whiteness studies (K incheloe, Steinherg, Rodriguez, & Chanault. 199R; WalTcn.

1909 ).

Reflexivity is about "redesigning the ohserved" (Marcus, 1995. p. III)

and ahout "redesigning the ohserver" (p. 114). The former involves accepting

that identity of those studied is dispersed and mohile. In different contexts.

identity itself. the focus of identity, and the ways in which they change are dif-

ferent. Moreover, time and history arc Jived and constituted rat her than ex ist (lS
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a context to identity. Redesigning the observed also involves consideration of
voice~ polyphony. and montage. Redesigning the observer involves working
toward dialogic and hi focal (enlic and etic) exegesis that elaborates the alterna-
tive possi hi Iitics, iden tities, .iuxtaposi tions. and outcomes in any scene stud ied
ethnographicall y.

Objectivity is usually eschewed in postcritical ethnographies but is
never fu Ily escaped whenever ethnographic interpretations are inscri hed. The
act of wri ting inscrihes a cri tical in terprctation that ex ists heyond the intentions
of the author to dc-objectify, dercify~ or demystify what is studied. McCadden
et al. (1999) argued that reconsidering objectivity goes beyond writing:
"Theorizing postcritical ethnography of education should be represented in the
saine tone as its writi ng-balanci ng tentat iveness and surety and evok ing a
sense of telnporality" (p. 33). Postcritical ethnographies worry the issue of
objectivity. Cultures are not objects in any simple sense. They are ephemeral
and multiple while our interpretations arc always partial and positional. We cre-
ate cultures as much as we interpret thern (Wagner, 19RO). Postcritical ethnogra-
phies work through this dilemlna of objectivity.

Representation is about the isslles involved in inscrihing a postcritical
ethnography. Representation may involve the genre (CJlesne. 1997: Van
Maanen, 1988), tropes (Geert/', 1988), metaphors, literary devices (Noblit.
1999), and/or imagery invol ved in an ethnographic text. Yet. postcri tical ethno-
graphies may also be represented as performances, videos. and montages.
among other ways (Diaspora Productions, 1<,)97). Representation involves
acknowledging the "uncertainty about adequate means of describing social real-
ity" (Marcus & Fisher, 1<,)86.p. R) and working through the myriad or decisions
critically. Willinsky (1998) reminded us that the guiding ideas or ethnographic
thought included the will to know in ways that demonstrated diflerence, the will
to display an exotic other, and the right to educate. The first pushes us to prob-
lelnatize why we wish to study and represent; the second to problematize the
desire to, and ways of. creating a portrayal: the third to worry the idea that our
accounts or representations are to edify others.

It is the working through or issues of positionality, reflexivity, objectiv-
ity, and representat ion in the contex t of the su bstant ive and pol it ical interests and
commitments of various postcritical ethnographies. rather than any speci ric reso-
lution or the issues that reinscribes critique as postfoundational. However, there
still exists the issue of critique itself. Clearly, postcritical ethnographies still
regard critique to he about power and ideology. However, postcritical ethnogra-
phies see the standard form of critical ethnography as one possible choice given
specific historical and political contexts. As Cherryholmes (1988) explained:

Our choices and actions, in their totality. arc pragmatic responses to the sit-

uations in which we and others find ourselves. They arc hased upon visions
of what is heautifuL good, amI true instead of fixed. structured. moral. l)T'
ohjective certainties. (p. I) I)
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This also means that it is inappropriate to think ahout precise methods
and to impl y that postcri tical et hnographies shou Id have sim ilar forms or st r;\te-
gies. Rather it is hetter to consider the qucstion: "How might we think through
post foundational critiques'!" Stone (1995) offered one way of thinking ahout
reinscribing critique as postcritical in her attempt to think through an "agree-
ment to work together. . . in spite of theoretical disagreement'. (p. 155) within a
km inist cri t ica I pra xis. AIthough we wou Id ex pect that d Ifferen t postc ri tiCa1
ethnographers would want to consider this differently ~ Stone' s effort is su Ili-
ciently comprehensive to stimulate the thinking of anyone working to reinscrihe
critique in nonfoundational ways in postcritical ways.

Stone ofrcred eight elements of critical sufficiency when giving up
modernist certainty. I:fwch{[/ tension involves acknowledging that today's condi-
tions arc diffCrent from those in the past and that there is the "tension of chang-
ing senses of the world" (p. 155). The play of critical and Jlostcritical ethnogra-
phies, modernity and postmodernity, structuralisTn and poststrllcturalism (race.
gender, sexual orientation, and class), and so on arc itnplicitly and explicitly part
of critical reinscriptions. l1istoricall1ol1-necessity replaces history with historici-
ty or even posthistoricity. History is understood as lived. constructed. particular,

and contingent, in opposition to grand narratives as explanations or as the singu-
lar contex t to that studied. Gi ving up notions of "total ity. si nglliari ty. sameness.
or oneness" and "ohjectivity and foundational ism" (p. 155) is part of {[lltiesscll-
fialis111.At ami nimutll, struct lIres, cu !tural hel iet's, and functions arc concei ved
as changing and tllultiple. C0l1fextualis111 involves considering language as
socially constructed and materiality as "theoretical1y non-essential" (p. 156). The
meaning of context itself will vary fronl strong to weak and from creating possi-
bility to limiting possibility. given specific social, cultural, and political condi-
tions. Theorv-/adelll1ess recognizes that "language is thought; thought is never
neutral" (p. 156). In one sense, perception is cuhural1y constructed and thcory-
laden. In another sense, theories thenlselves are laden with other ideas and theo-
ries that emerge in speci fic social. cultural. and pol itical contcx ts. Ex perience is
partial, time specific, and located in conditions and contexts, meaning that identi-
fies are seen as partial and multiple for the postcritical ethnographer and for
those studied. The privileging of the critic and rationality gives way to under-
standing the positionalities of the critic and others. In the ahsence of a founda-
tional truth, researchers and the researched move to ethicalit". Postcritical ethno-
graphies require moral commitments hecause we and all people arc responsihle
for the social construction of everyday life. FinalJy, Stone argued that critical
sufficiency requires recollcepfUaliz.atiol1s (~lfJoH'er as "antipower":

First as temporality-that is, as momentariness, amhiguity, dispersion, flu-
idity; second as plurality-that is as multiplicity. multivocality. Illulticultur-

alism; third as recreation-that is as reconstruction, recursion, reconstitu-
tion; and fourth as otherness-that is as difference, playfulness. irony, and

contradict ion itsel f. (p. 156)
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Power escapes the containment of critical ethnography and establishes itself
anywhere and everywhere critically analyzed.

Postcri tical ethnographies obviously lack the certai n form and sub-
stance of critical ethnographies. They instead require considerable theoretical
and methodological thought. They involve working through positionality,
reflexivity, objectification, representation, and critical sufficiency. Postcritical
ethnographies in an important sense arc not designed but enacted or produced as
moral activity. Postcritical ethnographers then must assume they exist within a
critical discourse that in part tnakes them responsible for the world they arc pro-
ducing when they interpret and critique.

WORKING THROUGH-HONORING THE DIFFICULT

We have to learn hOH' to appreciate dUficulty,
too, as a stage in intellectual development. (hooks, 1994, p. 154)

Can we begin then to honor the difficult, to recognize the tension, accepting the

process of transfonnation with all of its messiness and loose ends so that we can
pus h the con ve r sat ion 1'0r ward, m akin g way 1'0r the mas sesol' pre v i 0 IIsly

excluded voices experiences, ways of knowing and being, and dreaming? The

con l'essional narrati ve, or the insertion of the autobiograph ical in ethnography,

is not a risk-free enterprise. Behar (1996) maintained that scholars "stretching

the limits of objectivity" run the risk of exposing themselves in an academy that

continues to feel ambivalent about observers who forsake the mantle of omni-

science" (p. 12). There are but a handful of personal accounts in academe docu-
menting the human process of transformation or of these moments of liminality
(Behar, 1996; Dc Marrais, 1998; Grant, 1999; Heshusius & Ballard. 1996;

Rosaldo, 1989; and Torres, 1(98). Elsewhere, Pratt (1986) wrote that in anthro-
pology what counts is the formal ethnography. . . these make up the "profes-

sional capital" and serve as "authoritative representation" (p. 31). So. within the

discursive space of ethnography where does the confessional. personal narrative

fit? Pratt answered this question by recounting how personal narratives are often

deemed "self-indulgent" and "trivia!." Fine (1994h) invited qualitative

researchers to reflectively work the hyphens, or as she put it. to unpack "the
notions of scientific neutrality, universallruths, and researcher dispassion. . . to

imagine how we can braid critical and contextual struggle hack into our texts"
(p. 70).

Positionality is crucial to this subversion. No one is a blank slate. espe-
cially researchers. Rosaldo (198Y) postulated that the "analyst should be as

explicit as possible about partisanship, interests, and feelings" (p. 221). It is in
this spirit that the many melnbers of our postcritical working group had hegun

to research and write. r:;'urthermore, Fine ( I Y94h) added that as "researchers. \\'e
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need to position ourselves as no longer transparent, hut as classed, gendereeL
raced. and sexual suhjects who construct our own locations, narrate these IOc(1-
tions, and negot iate stances wit h rclat ions of dorn ination" (p. 76). For some 0 f'
our working memhers, as native ethnographers, we do not share the hurden of'
the ethnographers' "colon ialist haggage," rather we approach the research from
a distinctly strategic standpoint. Collins' (1991) notion of standpoint epistemol-
ogy developed from those of us with a peculiar marginality; those of us who

have traditionally heen kept out, outsiders, making entries into the academy.
This marginality invites us to resist discourses that continue to Other those left
on the outside; to work those hyphens.

Writing this section to our col1ective work is a real struggle. We keep
hoping for inspiration that does not cor11e, We keep hoping we'll he struck by
some hri IIiant insight that wi 11ex plai n everythi ng and help ilIum inate for the
reader the process of our group. We want people, readers, and researchers who
were not present, who were not witnesses to understand what we went through.
On the one haneJ, some memhers feel anger toward individuals for what may he
considered at the time "selective nonengager11ent" in issues (i.e., epistemologi-
cal issues with real- world irnplications for nlargi na 1ized and d isen franch ised
peoples) that many continue to consider of utr110st importance although perhaps
not as tangihle, On the other hand, we appreciate that all of us are in process
and that for many this forum was their first experience with the contested terrain
of talking across difTerences and relating that to theories of learning and knowl-
edge production.

It is important to address who we arc? Yet, although there \vere profes-
sors in the group, namely one of us (George) who had long experimcnted with
qualitative research methods, and ethnography in particular, and those well
versed in social theory, there was also a dozen or so graduate students. What we
think is crucial here is that working memhers were effectively hoth "social i/-
ing" and hei ng "social ilcd" not on Iy into qual itati ve research methods hut into
something that was much more radical; socializing and heing socialiled into
collahorative ways of theorizing, into the contested, constructed, and negotiated
nature of knowledge production, and experimental and alternative ways to think
ahout our research and writing. Whether this was deliherate and pedagogically
thought out by the proressors/faeilitators/nleT11hers or not, it was a powerful
introduction into thinking ahout inquiry for many of those present. For some,
this mode or socialil,ation quelled fears that they did not helong in the academy
and the pervasive fear that they would soon he found out or exposed as

"frauds." Memhers must he cornmended for this spi ri t or coIl ahorat ion and the
important lessons and friendships that grew out of this group.

However, the process was neither smooth nor devoid of con 11ict. It is
this portion that makes us uneasy, fills us with caution and fear. The fear related
to how much can we or should we reveal ahout our "dirty laundry," Although
our group was collaborative, it was clear that our understandings of the nature
of researchand our goa1s as researchers were divergent. It hecame clear that we
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eventually fell into at least two I1lain camps, those for whom examining educa-

tional research and our place within it was largely an epistemological issue, and

those for whc)fll educational research had real-world, social. historical. and
political implications, beyond the epistemological. The power of hindsight

makes this distinction cleae this distinction was difficult to articulate in such a

clear and cohesive statement.

It is also important to note that we have all grown as human beings and
as educational researchers and scholars. Many of the connections that some of

us were unable, willing, or unwilling, to I1lake between theory and practice, are

continually pursued. The group has ceased meeting but the conversations the

group engendered continue within ourselves and across these dillerences. To

recount "our" story, we asked members of the postcritical group to write about

their experiences; others we also interviewed. Nevertheless, the story told here

is but one story, one narrative construction of the events. Clearly, each of us has

a different and equally important story to tell or how we as a group were trans-

formed. The question for us is how to critique, without stifling this ongoing

conversation, without silencing or Othering. If this narrative is to "work" then it

must begin with us.

One of us (Susana) is at the titne of this writing, finishing her disserta-

tion. For her, going to graduate school was strategic. Witnessing the pervasive

underachievenlent of minorities in public schools has kept her strong and com-

Illi tted to the struggle of im provi ng ed ucational serv ices prov ided to mi nori ty

populations. She came to graduate school with an anger horn of frustration and

the direct experience of working in an inner-city middle school in south Central

Los Angeles. The injustice was too fresh in her mind when she started. She

came to graduate school armed and ready to learn, ready to strategize. She

armed herself with books, immersed herself in theory, and was eager to unpack

it all in this forum, the postcritical working group. On her first day, she was met

with a deflating disappointment that the group did not seem to take issues as a

"matter of life or death," or social. cultural, political. and economic survival.
The conversations languished in comfortahle, disinvested levels or detachment.

The very real conversations we were "meant to have" were detached, arliculate,
polite, neat, civil, disembodied.

"How could this be?" she wondered. The group was failing to think and
analyze the world outside of this epistemological frame of orthodox history.
where certain experience and ways of experiencing and interpreting the world.

different ways of knowing the world were not considered valid or worthy of
recognition. ()ne participant expressed that this detached theoretical talk \vas one

of power and that she felt that the conversations were exclusionary. The lofty

discourse excluded her, yet she continued to participate, likening her experience

to that of "a secretary in a board Illecting of powerful CEOs. You don't have

much power hut you want to he there to see how it all works, you take notes. try-
ing to understand what takes place, how do they gel to speak. how do they gel

that power." She hoped to see how "a new ideology was put out there. . . Llildcr-
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stand how new thought came to be a part of the public discourse, or at least a part

of the academic discourse."
It is useful to think about inquiry and the postcritical working group's

collective process of theorizing in narrative terms. More important than the sto-

ries themselves about the group is the directions and possihility revealed in the
stories. Moments of pain or quiet detachment and translated now through the
retelling of them and arc larger than themselves. Because the events are situated

in a fixed temporal mon1ent, although they span several years, narrative inquiry

frees them up from this and one can reinterpret these events as processual in
nature. According to Clandinin and Connelly (1994):

Difficult as it may he to tell a story, the more difficult hut important task in

narrative is the retelling of stories that allow for growth and change. We
imagine. therefore. that in the construction of narratives of experience.

there is a reflexive relationship hctween living a life story, telling a life

story, retelling a life story, and reliving a life story. (p. 41 R)

One of the tasks the postcritical working group set about was to critique the

colonialist project and origins in ethnography. Specifically, how could educl-

t ional ethnography break from this oppressi ve trad it ion and recast i tse I f as on
the side of liheratory praxis? In the previous section, we provided a revie\v of

crit ical theory and interpret i ve ethnography, their Inarriage, growi ng apart. and
reconciliation. In this section, we descrihe the process of trying to understand

them, both as individual researchers, and as a collective circle. The group was

eventually organized as a graduate selllinar with participation hy graduate stu-

dents and various professors. The postcritical working group met weekly in a

conference room. The journey was fraught with intellectual passion and individ-

ual pain. As Giroux (cited in hooks, 1994) said, the "notion of experience has to

he situated within a theory of learning" (p. 88). There were mOlllents of linear
progression, followed hy more ci rcuitous commitment to reinscri hi ng cri t ique,

which in turn vacil1atcd hetween self-critique and critique of the disciplines.

Those of us participating in the working group learned to appreciate the diffi-
culty expressed by Clannidin and Connel1y.

Burnett and Ewald (ci ted in Johnson Ha fern ick, Messersch i III i It, &

Vandrick. 1997) remind that "suhstantive conflict during collaboration is not

only normal, hut can he productive, in large part hecause it gives collahorators

more ti me to generate and cri t ical1 y eXaln i ne alternat i ves and to voice d isagrce-

ments" (p. .~4) on their way to Inaking decisions, or to imagine new methodolo-
gies in research. Yet it was these nlOTllents of linlinality and re-exarnination,

these very d i rficul t moments, that catapu lted us to the next stage in our persona I

and collective intellectual developn1ent, a place where through our work we

l'ould he reflexive and reflective. Working col1ahoratively allowed us to take
risks that we might not otherwise have taken as individuals. Collahoration

allowed us to explore pri v ilege and margi nal i zat ion from d i ffere nI perspect i ves
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and positionalities. As Johnson Hafcrnick et a!. ( 1<,)<,)7)argued "hy extending the

circle of researchers. we broaden the perspectives and add voices to the field"
(p. 31).

Following Clandinin and Connelly (1<,)<)4).we can articulate the expe-
riences of the postcritical working group in four dircctional foci: inward and
outward, backward and forward. Inward entails "thc internal conditions of feel-
ings, hopes, aesthctic reactions, moral dispositions," an outward focus is exis-

tential or environmental. Backward and forward havc to do with temporality.
The postcritical working group expcrienced events in these fOLirdirections that
have implications for how we conduct research and live our lives as researchers,
how we conceive of oLir research and our research participants. and where we
strategically posi tion our all iances. ()ne interest ing note is that duri ng the work-
ing sessions of the group, some of us performed "neutral observer" positions.
whereas others perfonned their roles as "action researchers,"

Those no longer or not directly involved in the weekly working group
session engaged in other ways no less powerful. Dempsey. McCadden, and
Adkins (1999) attelllpted to understand the role of objectification and suhjectiv-
ity in ethnography through an electronic dialogical interplay. Additionally. a
group of "native" ethnographers engaged in a powerrul conversation ahout the

alienation they expcricnced working within an elite whitc institution that result-
cd in a process video and article (Diaspora Productions, 1997~ Dowdy, Givcns,
Murillo, Shenoy, & Yillenas, 2000). Another groLip coalcsced around dc-ccnter-
ing whiteness in educational research and activcly participated in discussing,
researching, and writing ahout precisely this (Patterson and Beckcr. chap. 14:
Rayle, chap. ]5; Hytten, chap. 5, this volume). Yillenas (19<,)6) examined the
role of the "native" researcher as colonized and coloni/er. and of her own co-
optation in the field. Givcns (19<,)<,))examined the process of conducting
rescarch within one's own comlllunity, thc efrect on the researcher. and the
process of mentoring that developed within that rescarcher-participant relation-
ship. Villenas, Givens. Dowdy ct a!.. Jennings. and Murillo weave their lives
and experiences with this languagc or critique while exploring ne\\' directions
for themselves as university-sanctioned rescarchers. For "nativc" ethnographers.
identity politics emerges out or the struggles of the oppressed or exploited
groups to have a standpoint from which to critique dominant structures. a posi-
tion that gives purpose and meaning to struggle. Critical pedagogies of libera-
tion respond to these concerns and necessari Iy em brace experience. con fessions.
and testimony as rclevant ways or knowing. as important vital dimensions of
any learning process (hooks, J(94).

Clandinin and Connelly ( 1<,)<,)4)argued that "When expericnce hecomes
more central to the theori/ing and to understanding practice. it is often critici/ed
as providing inappropriate data. . . . Experience is. thereforc. the starting point
and key (enns for all social science inquiry" (p. 412). We agree with Clandinin
and Con nell y that ex peri e nc e is te In p ()ra I. But itis a Is () s tor ied. Aut h0r-
researchers have talkcd about events being lodged simultaneously in the past
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and the future, or retention and protent ion, respect i vel y. ()t hers, too. suggest

that the future of educational research will require this two-way vision. For
example. a critique of our group is that in rnany ways we were exploring

already chartered waters. We were asking questions ahout the nature of anthro-
pological methods that others have previously asked for decades. alheit in new
unprecedented contexts in a "post" age.

For us, the active memhers of the postcritical working group. the

heginning was a conversation in a graduate seminar on the sociology of knowl-

edge. The questions were: Do we read the "Inasters:' the canon of "old dudes,"

and see what they were trying to do'?
()r do we read the more contempor;l1')' cri-

tiques, with the assumption that we don't need to start from "the old dudes'?"

Some walked away from this controversy with a sense of frustration. Indeecl.

this frustration led to an examination of different knowledge traditions. The

Illore critical students in the class were generally dissatisfied with what people

were calling criticol ethnography. SOllle were raising the questions: What is

critical ahout this piece of work? For the scholars of color. this view of critique

was very limited. This challenge raised the question: What arc the limitations

of representat ion?

ENGINEERING THE DISCOURSE

To amuse themselves, or to challenge others, two of the worllen of color "con-
spired" to engineer the discourse. They opted at times to not speak at all to see

what direction the conversations would take. They figured. ll(/i\'cl\, (their
emphasis), that if they did not speak that Illayhe others would speak up and

voice their concerns or thoughts. They would glance at each other with a

"knowing" look of "let's see what happens when we don't speak ~" Ti me after
time, they were disappointed at where the conversations, the inquiry. went.

Inevitahly the conversations took on a detached, disenlhodied stance. What they

articulated at the time was a dissatisfaction and disappointlnent at our col-

leagucs. What was yet to understand was that these Cartesian mind-hody splits
were a direct result of the scientific revolution. Even as we claimed to be quali-

tative researchers functioning frorll a distinctly different paradign1 fron) science.

we were still mired in these disahling splits (Heshusius & Ballard, 1996).

Y'ALL ARE NOT MY FRIENDS

Another dramatic incident occurred when on one occasion, one or LIS(Enrique)

who had taken part in Noises in the Attic: Conversations with Ollrsel\'cs. a
process video (Diaspora Productions, 1997) recording the experiences of gradu-
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ate students of color at a prestigious university, shared the video with the work-
ing group. In Dowdy et al. (2000), the succeeding article to this video, they
wrote:

we sometimes discussed the way in which students of color in the various

programs served the growth of White students on issues of diversity. At one

time we doubted we could create a space in which students of color could

create a space in which students of color could develop their agenuas as

researchers with particular perspectives in spite of the Eurocentric environ-

ment . . . and I IJoanne I was telling D. ahout how emotional I was in

descrihing to this group of people that when I open this hook that talks
ahout other, other, other, the colonizer's gaze. I'm talking about myself. It's

a collection of people's thoughts about people Iike me. (p. .+31)

At the end of the video, a pregnant si lence ensued, and then a dignified vOice
ruptured the silence with the words (directed at all of the participants in the

working group) "y'all are not IllY friends!" A usually quiet and graceful

African-An1Crican and southern WOI11anasked how in all her years of schooling.

not one single White person had ever C0l11e forward with the recognition that

they were descendants of White slave owners. She knew she herself was a

descendant of African slaves and could not understand why she had never met

an admitted descendant of slave owners. Why should she, she asked, "open her-

self up for more pain by being autobiographical and confessional when no one

else was willing to take the same risk by acknowledging their slave owning

ancestry and legacy'?" Her declaration had reverherations for all of us. The pre-

viously "quiet" and "respectful" woman had come to voice to remind us that

indeed we were not "friends." She would never invite any of us to her home. her
safe and sacred space. A painful truth was revealed that day: Our relationships.

however friendly, were indeed 111ediated by the institution to which we had

gained access. It was the institution, the academy, that dictated the types of

interactions we were to have. Conversations and collaboration among partici-
pants were limited to spaces of ritualized civility and detached scholarship

because we were not "friends" who cared ahout each other's personal and politi-

cal struggles. We were there to advance ollr professional lives. and our relation-
ships were vehicles for the attainment of those goals. The words stung. hung in

the air, piercing our hearts and l11inds. She was right and everyone in the room
knew she was right.

Slowly, a hand was quietly, unassumingly raised in recognition that.
yes, perhaps they were descendants of slave-owning families. Then another

hand made the saine gesture. Patterson and Ray Ie recall that day:

Our posteriteal ethnography work group's session hegan as it :ilways diu.
with a diverse. hut polite. group. . . . The video's ellect on us wa~ powerful
and the enSLIing uncom fortablc s i Icnee was pal pablc. S hery I. a 20-so!l1c-
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thing ;\friclIl-;\merican woman. hroke the silence with an indictment of the
White academy that left liS speechless. She just could not fathom that not a
single White person. whose southern roots were often as deep as her,..,. was

not historically illlJllicated in the institution of slavery. Just once, she
wished tlwt someone would own up to that possihility. In a tiny gesture of
acknowledgment. we raised our hands. Sheryl thanked liS for honesty and
as a group we were forever transformed. . . . That session prompted liS to
hegin a search for those connections in our personal histories, our genealo-
gies. . . our .journey into the past will enahle us to interrogate whiteness in
the prescnt. Hy naming our roles in creating structures that oppress and
ll1argin~llin' others. we expose our vulnerahilities ~lJlclstrip away the self-
protection that heing a memher of white society has afforded us.

NEW STORIES-NEW SPACES

Lives were forever changed hecause of the space the group created where we
could hegin to talk across differences. Where, rather than engage in the critical
literature, detached from ollr lives, sorne were beginning to see the connection
between theory and lived reality. For sonle of the critical researchers of color. it
was a vindication hecallse epistemologically SOfne of us understand theory in
the Ilesh. Theory is embodied. We live, reacL and filter the world through our
bodies, through our experiences as rnarginalized metnhers of society.

Delgado-Bernal (I <)RR) inti rnated that "personal expericncc is part iaII y
shaped by collective experience and conHnunity nlemory" (p. 5(4). Villenas
(1996) recalled a discussion in a graduate senlinar where the conversation

developed into logical, rationaL intellectual, and detached exercise for most par-
ticipants. However. for heL detachment was not possible:

Everyone else was speaking as if they were detached and removed from the
topic. rationaliling the logic of their arguments, hut it was different for Ille.

The topic was personal and deeply emhedded in my expericnces. In this
conversation, I was not the suhject anymore hut the ohject. the "other" . . .

in the rational. logical arguments in that seminar, no space existed for my
deeply passionate personal experience ancl voice. (p. 717)

The art iClllate, profess ional voices "sou nded legi ti rnate" agai n st her in terna I
"noisy dialect of the Other" (Fine, 1994h). Moraga (1981) retninded that:

The danger lies in ranking the oppressions. The danger lies in failing to
acknowledge the specificity of the oppression. The danger lies in attempt-
ing to deal with oppression purely from a theoretical hase. Without an emo-

t iOlla!. heart felt grappl i ng with the sources of our own oppression, wit hout

naming the enemy within ourselves and outside of us, no authentic, non-

hierarchical connection among oppressed groups can take place. (p. 29)
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Sorne working group members could not deal with issues of oppres-
sion from a purely theoretical base, for that would be to deny who they-we are
and what they-we hope to becorne as individuals and as part of a larger collec-
tive. To reiterate, the postcritical group was divided into two camps: those who
understood this project as strictly epistemological and those for whom "the
stakes of educational research arc social and political as well as epistemologi-
cal" (Popkewitz, ]997, p. IX). For the latter group, the revelation that many
researchers read the world detached frolll themselves and their experiences, and
not as witnesses. carne as sornewhat of a shock. They-we were asking of our-
selves and other groups to engage in testimonial reading of the world and the
word. This type of reading the word and the world "requires rethinking one's
assumptions, bearing responsibility, and ultimately acting. It requires recogniz-
ing power relations. . . it calls for witnesses to testify. it multiplies perspectives,
and requires us to participate in the unending construction of truth" (Garrison,
1999, p. 33). Mernbers Sheryl and Amy recounted that the most powerful
moments for them were when theory was connected to personal experiences and
individuals engaged in testimonial reading and participation:

the striking aspect of thcse experiences was the way that conversations
hecamc the vehicle for methodological critiques. . . . Discussions relied on
an external set of ideas-often disconnccted from the individual who thought
of them. . . . The discourse bccamc comfortahly academic, rcsponding
either to a text or to each other as if we ourselves had heen text-cd. But
inevitahly there came a moment (and that moment always did come) when

the discussion shifted into a conversation-a series of exchanges ill which
ideas were not completely formulated, where exchanges gave way to tears
where wc werc all left with thc humhling awarencss of thc partiality of our
own understandings hoth of each othcr and of ourselvcs.

This was made clear during one of the working group sessions in
which we were to discuss how assumptions of whiteness shape the construction

of knowledge as it is produced and resisted in the classroom: and some of the

Wh i te researchers in the group cou Id not see how thi s was about thcmse Ives.

One of the White working rnembers (Cindy) recounted the process of interro-
gati ng her pri v i lege, despi te the fact that she. as a worki ng-c lass \voman or
White trash (her term), was from a marginalized group herself:

A disjuncture in my thinking occurred whcn my colleagul:s or color chal-
lengcd thl: "Whites" in the group to move heyond our comfort lones and
confront how racism may have framed our worldview as researchers ami
future academics and provided liS with certain privileges. . . I camc to re~tI-

izl'. through these interactions. that I had understood racism at a theore/ici!
level. I haLl not moved towards a praxis-hased conception of racism. hut
rcmained mired in a theoreticalundcrstanding divorced from the daily re~lIi-
tics of my non-white colleagues. . . . The working grollp provided me with
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(In in hetween spacc in which I could explore my own complicity in how

power is culturally located and reified. . . . Our working group provided a

Illuch needed third space in which we could dialogue ahout the racialilcd
nature of tile academy and research mclhodologics.

For those willing to engage critically and to participate in testimollial
readi ng. the postcrit ical work ing group a fforded us the opport unit y tOll nder-
stand that "contradictions are only threatening for the tirnid. For those who
cmhrace multitudes. paradox. irony, and reversal are simply part of letting plu-
ralistic democratic conversations put us in our place" (Garrison. 1999. p. ~4).
Kanpol (I LJLJR)suggested that we engage in both personal and institutional con-
fession hy "owning up to how one is structurally implicated in reproducing race,
class, and gender" and in our involvement and "personal investment in oppres-
sive ideological structures" (p. 6R). Confessionals and testimonial re(~ding imply
the pri Illacy of ex perience, Incal con tex ts, relational orien tat ion (ent a iling hot h
empathy and sympathy), re-examination and challenging oppression at different
levels, and the break down of the alienation that we as researcher." fcel.
However, there is the danger that this type of dialogical inquiry results in the
false expectation that this will necessarily lead tn liberatory praxis. Macedo
(ILJLJ4) warned that the "sharing of experiences must always he understood
within a social praxis that entails both reflection and political action. . . it must
always involve a political project with the objective of dismantling oppressive
structures and mechanisms" (p. xv).

The reciprocal nature of theory and practice can lead ethnographers to
conduct emanci patory ethnograph ies in our commun it ies. The colon i7er/col o-
nized dilernmas are conflated when con flicting identities are ncgot iated and liti-
Ii/eel strategically for the hetterment of our own communities and for the larger
community. however imagined. Behar (1996) wrote that "new stories arc rush-
ing to he told in languages we've never used before, stories that tell truths we
once hid, truths we didn't dare acknowledge, truths that shamed us." There is a
hurgeoning resistance to the dominant culture and a re-examination of po\ver
structures. This is producing "impassioned, oblique challenges to the once sov-
ereign et hnographer" (Rosal do, 19H9, p. 147). Rosaldo added that inc Iud ing the

"Other" in the discourse of power structures and domination "provides an
opportunity to learn and productively change 'our' forms of social analysis. it
should hroaden, complicatc, and perhaps, revise, but in no way inhihit, 'our'
own ethical. pol it ica I. and analyt ical insights" (p. 14H). Rosa Ido called for a
wider spectrum of analytical possibilities that includes insights garnered from
failures and feelings as well as the rnasculinized scientific approach. The insight
garnered is contingent on the position of the analyst with respect to the interplay
of culture and power.

Rosaldo added that in the hierarchy of power. those with the least visi-
ble culture arc the most powerful and those with the most culture arc the most
marginalized in society. These culturally invisihle ethnographers arc \\Titing
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interpret ive accoun ts of those cu Iturall y visi ble, thereby rei fyi ng p()\ver relations

within this hierarchy. Rosaldo, as social analyst and critic, demanded that we

move away from passionate detachment and instead inform ourselves by social
justice, human dignity and equality-to reshape our universalil.ed vision to a

morc localizcd vision. "'rhc truth of objectivism-absolute, universal. and time-

less-has lost it monopoly status. It now competes, on more eq ual terms, wi th

the truth of case studies, that are cmbedded in local contexts, shaped by local

interests, and colored by local perceptions" (Rosaldo, I<JX9,p. 21 ).

We all stand to gain from looking at ourselves as inscribing inside as
well as outside of the discursive traditions that usher us; inside as well as out-

side the histories of contact on which they pattern. Theory is interpretation by a

subjective, positioned, political, ideological, historicil.ed, emotional. situational.

relational being. Postcritical ethnographers acknowledge that our autobiogra-
phies, culturcs, and historical contexts, matter; these determine what we see and

don't see, understand and not understand, our ahi Ii ty to anal y I.e and not anal Yl.e,
to disseminate knowledge adequately or not. When one moves beyond the sta-
(us quo, one always goes heyond oneself.

THIS BOOK

Although every edited hook probably entails a struggle with multiplicity, the

material just presented should make it clear that the struggles that led to this

book were exceptional. We had studied, worked, argued, hurt and cried together

for several years before we started writing. Our first product was a special issue

of Educational Foundations (Winter ILJ<J<J) that collected the first works and set
the stage for those that are included in this volume. Although we have included

on Iy one artic Ie from this issue in th is volume, we th ink an yone seriousl y i nter-

ested in postcritical ethnography will find the special issue to be useful and add

to what is here. In many ways, the works that follow speak to and build upon

what we see as our first written product. Furthermore, we want to be clear that

our long period of collaboration and contestation means that the authors arc
speaking to the wide range of issues that were raised. The works arc not easily

categorized as about one thing or another. Although we have arranged the hook

into three sections, these arc in many ways arbitrary. The authors arc speaking

to each other and to critical ethnography in multiple and complex ways. Almost
every chapter could belong in any of the sections. Nevertheless, we think there

is some reasoning behind the three sections, if only in the relative emphases that
they share.

The three secti ons arc Construct ing Possi hit itics, Theori li ng Pos i t ion,

and Knowing Constructions. The contributions to Part I: Constructing
Possihitities all share an emphasis on what might be possible. They look to the
past to envision futures for postcritical ethnography. The authurs clearly Jo not
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agree on many points, hut to our way of thinking postcritical ethnogr;lphy

should not be about one single idea, hut ahout many and possihly many contra-
dictory futures. In Part II: Theorizing Position, we have collected a set of works

that share an emphasis on how the author's perspectives, roles and practices arc

central to what is to he understood. These authors share the view that there is no

ohjective stance. only a place that allows us a perspective, even as it hlinds liS to

other perspectives. This is not a weakness for postcritical ethnography, rather it

is its strength. The contrihuting authors in Part III: Knowing Constructions

share an emphasis on what a postcritica] ethnography produces. The constrllc-

tions in this section. as in the other sections, arc multiple: poetry. storytelling.

critical narratives, ;\nd critiques of critical ethnography. Yet they provide liS

with opportunities to see what may be done with postcritical ethnography.

Although placed at the end. they do not represent a conclusion. hut perhaps the

hest way for our group to end--with elnpassioned works that invite readers to

rethink her and his place in critical ethnography.

Constructing Possibilities

This first section is intended to help the reader understand what we have to

work with in the space of postcritica] ethnography. It looks to the past and to

alternative views of the future. We contend that both arc always carried with us

in our intellectual work. In chapter 2, Cynthia Carla Hernandez Leyva plays this
out for rea] life.

Her poem is an example of a creative production and representation of

data that transgresses Hacadem ic" standards. Wi th feel ing emot ion. she te x tu <11-

izes ahout Centennial School, once a separate school practicing segregation.

Her act of poetry. as an archeology of knowledge and history or sense-making,

albeit sometimes painful, is mindful of struggle and that we honor those who

have strugg led.

Bill J. Johnston (chap. 3) writes that during the past few years there

have surfaced an ahundance of studies in which the language and discourse ir
not always the conceptual understandings of postpositivis1ll. poststructuralis1ll.

and postmoderni sm arc horrowed in fram ing the ohject of study. He he I ie\'cs

that this is more than academic faddishness. At the very least. he contends that

we arc I i vi ng in an era of trepidation and struct ural uncertai nt y. M orcover, we

arc experiencing a crisis of legitimacy in which the institutional forms and prac-

tices or interpreting institutional rc1ationships is being called into question.

Thus. in his attempt to examine the possibilities, characteristics and contribution

of a postcritical ethnography of education, his general assertion is that the via-
hility of this practice is socially and historically contingent. representing the

junction of several prev ious intellectual move1llen ts and respond to cond i t ion s

that embody the institutional and ideological crisis of postindustrial capitalism.
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Johnston develops his thesis by tracing the genealogy of postcritical
ethnography, marking SOllle limitations of these previous forms, and then offer-

ing recommendations for the development of this research practice. He argues

that although critical theory has made unique contributions, it has tended to he

underdeveloped in the area of strategic social action. Thus, we must figure out

who is the "collective" if schooling is to contribute to the "collective" good, and

how we may overcome the di fferences of the categorical "other" i I' we arc 10

facilitate social action. He envisions in the advent of postcritical ethnography an
opportunity to redirect social inquiry in more fruitful directions. He advocates

that this practice must be socially engaged to be relevant and must push the

boundaries of narrative analysis.

Michael G. Gunzenhauser (chap. 4) writes that as a research practice,

critical ethnography is linked lllore by its aims than by methodological speci-
ficity, hy striving to examine the experiences of the oppressed and uncover the

underlying social practices that contribute to their oppression. He defines this

research practice as entailing four "promises"-giving voice, uncovering

power, identi fying agency, and connecti ng analysis to cuJtural critique. He con-

tends that these promises custolllari Il' come into frict ion wi lh each ot her, resu It-
ing in a conflicted and unstable research practice that overpowers the critical

ethnographer's ethical cOlllmitment to the oppressed.

ror the imagining of a postcritical practice, he proposes that

researchers better the ex isti ng prom ises of cri tical ethnography, ano employ

self-reflexivity and nonexploitation as additional promises. Gun/enhauser
argues that much of the potency of critical ethnography precisely hinges on how

the researcher balances these promises. He cites that a major challenge is to

reconceptualize a practice that focuses epistemologically on the ethical obliga-

tion to research participants, to temper the original fOllr promiscs and preserve a
tenahle comm i tmcnt. He wri tes that researchers need to take respons ihi Ii ty for

thei r act ions wit hout rei nscri bi ng power dom i nat ion and need not seI f-righ t-
eOllsly celebrate their own elnancipatory agenda.

Kathy Hytlen posits that despite the issues and challenges around the

association between supposedly emancipatory social theory and ethnographic

research practice, there is something inestimable to hold onto in critical ethnog-
raphy. A critical approach elucidated how theory has informcd lived experience.

as well as how the broader social structures can bridle the devclopment of trans-

format i ve soci al prac t ice. She wri tes that the card i nal mot i I' of postcri tical
ethnography is the need to altenti ve Il' in lerTogatc the assu m pt ions and struct ures
that critical researchers bring to the research process. That is. crilical
researchcrs must c0111bal thc internal hegemonies they have learned to place on

research partici pants by not genuineIy problemat il.i ng lheir own understanding
of the social world, in arguing thal the oppressed replace their "false" con-

sciousness with the researcher's "critical" one. Thus, the first step must be lo

surrender the implied assumption that researchers know how the world operates.

and the researched don't.
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H ytten' s intent in her chapter is to envision the retle xive eIements that
can better accomplish the aim of transformation of the lived world. She
describes the location and orienting ideas or critical ethnography to provide
context. as she moves to recount the suhsequent pitfalls and challenges. She
offers aim and vision for doing postcritical ethnography hy drawing on periph-
eral traditions connected to critical ethnography, that together promote a prac-
tice that is critical, rellective, dialogic, and collahorative. Ultimately, her vision
is that this practice he pedagogical in nature, that is, where the researcher and
the researched hoth learn during the process and cultivate the tools for huilding
positive social changes.

Concerned with disciplinary limitations and the need to explore new
topics and approaches, Susan Talhurt, in chapter 6, argues for an "improper"
ethnography that docs not construct proper su hjects . Her chapt er enCOl!rages
ethnography to hecome extreme. She questions how the relations hetween
ethnographic processes and products can he rethought to imagine "improper"
ethnography as an interesting suhject. She focuses specifically on the imagined
boundaries of the suhjects of ethnographic study as they relate to the imagined
boundaries of interpretat ion.

Talhurt writes that ethnography frequently creates proper suhjects as it
follows disciplinary norms of representation and explanation through coherence
and holism. Rather than producing an ethnographic suhject, she argues that the
compl ications or const itut ion (of iden Iity, su hjecti vity, pIace, and space) shou lei
be the suhject or ethnography. As a pedagogical project itselr, ethnography must
take as its project the complication of time and space-the creation of "improp-

er" suhjects-in order to leave open spaces for impJjcation, relation, and identi-
fication. It must cede its authority hy admitting into its textualizations specula-
tions ahout the indeterminate wanderings of other times and pJace.

Lynda Stone (chap. 7) prirnarily horrows insights froJll the Prellch
poststructuralist/decollstructionist Jacques Derrida ahout writing. to inform a
contemporary practice of critical ethnography. To comprehend the script and
structure of her work, it requires a new kind of "reading," an understanding that
all writing has a rhetorical structure. ()ne must view, read, and "decipher" in a
nonlinear fashioll to make some sense, with scripts that arc hoth simultaneous
and successive. The purpose mirrors that of Derrida of deconstructing Western
metaphysics in its own deconstructi ve effort, turn ing wri ting onto itsel f. Thus.
the textual form is presented as the juxtaposition of one authorial tradition with
another nontradition, implicating a reform of the contemporary research prac-
tice of critical ethllography.

Three scripts arc arranged forepart and rear, and scattered hy others as
kinds of "notes." The first scripts comparatively Jay out the theoretical grounds
and (dis)associations of critical ethnography and deconstruction ism. The sec-
ond set hinge on the first ones, hoth scripts comparing the inquiries of Marx
from Cornel West and Den"ida. The third differs fronl the previous, hy taking
the text on representation and utilizing it as an exenlplar for deconstruction.
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Stone's "scripting" is an experiential and performance text that speaks directly
to the concern on how to present lives, that is, represent the real lives of per-
sons studied.

Chapter 8 by Enrique G. Murillo, Jr. is all written in the voice of what
he has named as the "nl0jado" ethnographer. Murillo provides the key method-
ological issues he had chosen to engage during his qualitative inquiry and jour-
ney into (post)critical cthnography in education. Beginning with an autohio-
graphical statclncnt of his positionalities, he writes a discussion of the inherent
role of valucs frolll an interpretive view of the nature of reality, with the
rcsearcher servi ng as bodi Iy instrument, tex t-maker, and inventor of cultures.
Next is an exploration of the culture, politics, and alliances created from the
new occupiable spaces and possibilities, where other hodies of work have been
drawn on, due to the increased sensitivity to, and tension in the politics of
ethnography. Furthennore. the alternati ve scholarship, "Other" discourses and

the problematique of Chicano/Mexicano/Latino scholars are brought into the
discussion, as a view of "rnojado" is explained as that of native diasporic and
the inequality of mobility and movelnent across borders. The author concludes
with a statement of the global and epic forces moving to "close the borders."
Although Murillo argues that for himself his journey had not become a "love

affair" with ethnographic inquiry, he offers instead an explanation of the current
advantages of a Illarginal positionality such as his own.

Theorizing Position

This second section engages in powerful critiques of self and rellexivity. The
authors problematize their role as researchers first by rellecting on their posi-
tionality of privilege that the academy affords them, second by the examining
power relations inherently involved in data representation. and third in question-
ing of the wider societal implications, or lack therefore, of educational research.
Two poems are first offered back to back. Paula R. Groves (chapt. 9) wrote her
poem for a class perforInance as a response to Joanna Frueh's hook Erotic

Faculties. It was the way she critiqued and questioned the consequences of
being an "erotic scholar," as Frueh recommends. Among the many questions
she asks, a few that she posits are: "Would making love to my words. and
engagi ng in' Illental masturbati on' free me from the cOllstrai Ilts of patriarchal
western defi n itions of scholarsh ip and make me a better fcmi nist '!" "W ou Id the
use of sexual imagery and sexually explicit words make theorizing a less discm-
bodied experience'?" "Would my racialized hody allow me the same freedom to
engage in erot ic scholarshi p and st i1\ be taken seriolls Iy as all intellectual'?"

As a mixed-race, African-American and Japanese \voman. critical
issues in postcritical ethnography such as representation. research methods, and
understanding culture are key cOlnponcnts of her research agenda. CJroves
believes that there are dangers associated with any attempt to engage in erotic
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scholarship by women of color. and that they have very much to do with the
politics of representation. She contends that her racialized body places her not
in the academic circle of the erotic scholar, hut rather, in social categories that
label her pathological. oversexed. a trol1op, a whore. Because of her struggJc

with isslIes of representation. he it teaching, ethnographic research. or her inter-

actions with others, she fi nds hersel f cont inual1 y ask ing "Who do I represen t '?"
Along similar lines. Susana Y. F]ores (chap. 10) too offers a poem that

also speaks to critical isslles in postcritica] ethnography such as representation.
research methods, and understanding culture. Her observations seek to turn the

table on traditional researchers, hy shifting her gaze toward the "ohserver." In a
sense, it strives to "study up" to the "powerfu]" researcher. and use the same

tools of the discipline against itself.

She points out how what in fact she ohserves may he of a surprise. and

not that which she was trained and socialized fof. Fear is a theme she ohserves.

The fear of dealing with poor. working-class, tninority children. for exampJc.

This is all the while the dominating discourse is that of "tllulticulturalism." But

in practice. she ohserves the educational anthropologists too often reverting

back to co]onial patterns of "Othering."
Amy Bauman (chap. ] J) cites how over the past decade a handful of

researchers across the disciplines have worked to gain a more complete under-

standing of what it means to he White (and privileged) in U.S. society. Coining
the term ~l'hife/1ess. academics have approached this question both theoretically

and through more concrete examples emhedded in qualitative research. It has

been, and continues to he, a work that requires a tenuous halance hetwecn

attempting to dislodge a kind of hegemonic centrality of whiteness while simul-

taneously not wanting to reinscrihe that position hased on the subject tnatler

itsel f. Tex tua] approaches have varied (inc ludi ng adopti ng ex pI ici t subject ivi ty
through extended personal narratives or tnethodo]ogies that themselves have

roots in either feminism or postcolonialisnl) and havc taken the this process of
understanding into less traditionaJ1y fatniliar territorics.

"Cracks in the Armor" attctnpts to move this research in to relatively

uncharted waters, particularly as the focus is now on children rather than adults.
Using the sociology of childhood as a theoretical grounding, and guided in the

largest part hy the complex ethonographic research relationships forged in the

field, her contrihution chaJ1enges the deternlinistic lenses that have hecome an

understandable byproduct of a decade of scholarship. She makes the argulllent
that finding confirmation of White people's lack of social critique or a sense of

their own racial invisibility is not terribly difficult now. The challenge remains to
understand the different ways that white people both live and experience their

whiteness. It is through ongoing research relationships that she hegins to see con-
tradictions between discourse (the way Jives are talked about) and experiences
(the actual acts of moving through the day). And she is invited in. hy the children
themselves. to understand these hreaks. to engage in levels of social critique and
rellection that seemed implausible, hut that end up heing remarkahly possihle.
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Sheryl Conrad Cozart (chap. 12) goes back to the school were she was

once a teacher and participates along with veteran Black teachers in a hook dis-

cussion of Michele Foster's Black Teachers on Teaching (I <)97). The book talk

format provided the teachers with an opportunity to critiquc themselves and

their profession while in the spirit of reciprocity gave Cozart an opportunity to

share sorne of the knowledge and experiences garnered in the academy about

the literature on African Anlericans.

Cozart engages in a key clement of postcritical ethnography, "the cri-

tique of self" Her native ethnographer status is problernatized as she belongs to

a generation of teachers that came aftcr segregation in the south. The veteran

teachers embrace her nonetheless and school her in their opinions of education.

For example, one of the teachers hroaches the uncomfortable I,one and declares,

"they've lost all of that togetherness because of integration." Some of the

themes collectively analyzed and critiqued hy the book talk include integration,
segregation, "the Prornised Land," "race discourse, the importance education."

families, young teachers, veteran teachers, and high expectations. The narrative

forrnat of data presentation allows the reader to feel a degree of intimacy with
the participants, hut more importantly it leaves the reader with the considerahle
responsibility of interpreting the text.

Cozart and Bauman (chap. 13) engage in a dialogic examination of

their shifting roles and identities as "teachers" and "researchers" and what each
identity contributes to the "ongoing production of a postcritical ethnographic

sensibility." Their inquiry is conversational and is geared toward a more

nuanced understanding of how researchers develop and critically interrogate

their methodological lenses. The authors ground their analysis in the primacy of

experience reflecting back upon their love of students and teaching. or "the

drama and experiential knowledge that seems to transcend language," and the
incredibly seductive power of a research-driven academy. It was the desire to

understand the social and historical contexts of education that led them to pur-

Slle doctorates and their own research agendas. However. once there the logic

that had once dri ven their work was transformed and they found their identities

hesi tan tly, rei uctantly shi ft i ng to that of un i versi ty sanct ioned researchers. They
wistfully and critically remark about how "slowly hut surely you take yourself

from a part of your identity that you really valued."

Their narrative format allows the reader to experience the pain of try-
ing to hold on to the passions of young teachers and a romantic vie\v of educa-

tion while constructing new identities that are imbued with different hut related

passions in meaningful and connected ways. Bauman describes that "navigating
the balance between looking at self and looking at other. and engaging in
research driven relationships" and in finding places within the academy to
explore these complexities is what drives their construction of identities as

researc hers.

Eli/abeth Recker (chap. 14) described the surprise of finding herself

texted in somebody else's research and in a subsequent re-examination of her
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performance as deceptive and partial, despite the rigor of the researcher. She
muses ahout the "dissonance between Van's portrayal of me and the image I

of myself at that time." Her self-critique is enahled hy her emergent schol-

arly, theoretical voice as a doctoral student. She examines the textual represen-

tation of her practice as a teacher and wonders how Jlluch of the true story is

availahle to the researcher because of the hierarchy vis-a-vis the principal

and herself. the students and herself, and finally, university-sanctioned

and her, the first year teacher.

Becker. in a poignant moment, asks why she portrayed herself as over-

ly optimistic when in reality she was Jllasking depression, disgust. and anger.

critically examines her positionality of a White, middle-class woman work-

with hehaviorally and educahly handicapped, Jllostly working class, African-

males and the power struggles that ensued as she iJTlpOsed her value

on them even as they resisted. She descrihes the pain and self-douht. so

'"often missi ng in et hnograph ic research wi th teachers, at ha vi ng groups 0 f
::;"expert" researchers with "the power to judge" her. We are indehted to Becker
,for providing LISwith a confessional narrative that allows the reader to under-

'stand that researchers expert status is not real rather, researchers should view
: themselves as mere participants in the ongoing process of ethnographic research.
, In chapter 15, Jean A. Patterson and Joseph M. Rayle capture a power-
,:';£ulmoment in the process of collective theorizing that implicated thelll in a sys-

:;::,~em of unequal power relations and resource allocation. That moment serves as
:i,i,~catalyst for a search for their own personal genealogies and to engage a

~(foucaldian analysis of genealogy to explore how their "heritages and White
v,:privilege implicated in the domination and oppression of others: and locating

':':'Jraces of the past in the present rather than reconstructing the past." These
I~uthors trace their southern heritage and find confounding evidence or their

"amily's slaveholding past.,

With this as a starting point, the authors set about in interrogating
:whiteness and its institutions of power. They deconstruct the assumption that

'slavery is something that happened long ago and that to disavow themselves
".rom that peculiar institution is a necessary step in achieving a tnulticuItural

society.These authors embark on a journey of uncovering the past, through

Qocument analysis, in order to understand their present. They offer their own
:\andid personal narratives of race, allowing gliJllpses of critical Illoments in the

'evelopment of their race consciousness and their racialil.ed identities as

hites. Their historiographic work successfully interrogates whiteness in order
() de-center and allow for a multiplicity of narratives and genuine dialogue to

ommcnce.
,; Dwight Rogers, Mary Kay Delancy, and L,csJie Bahinski (chap. 16)

~countwhat happened in their hearts and in their heads when they "presented"

eir actual research findings to their new teacher group participants. These new

achcr groups stemmed from a profound respect for the teachers and a desire to

'.'orkthrough those difficult first years teaching with the help of their peers.
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Rogers, Delancy, and Babinski play with the form of the presentation: hegin
ning with a traditional review of the research project, then switching to a "play
fonnat with the different scenes. These include a description of the play, tl1
staging of the play for the teachers, and the teachers own reactions. Finally, i
the epilogue, the authors assume their own personal voices to explore th
uncomfortable and daunting process of presenting research findings back to th
researched.

The authors ask if it is right "to make people relive their pain." 1'h
authors do not assunle to be the only ones with knowledge, rather they are hUIll
bled by their research participants and attempt to construct knew ways of cc
constructing, along with the teachers, knowledge about the professional live
and identities of teachers. They arc not caught unaware by the band-aid. 0
triage, nature of their work with the new teacher groups but pose the followi n
question that Inerits much reflection and action for tcacher educators. Withi
thc structure of schooling, docs participation in the new tcachcr group actuall
faci Iitate the con tin uance of the status 4uO by prov id ing teachers wi th an OCClJ
sional momentary respite while not offering anything that would truly encour
age genuine structural change?

We end this second section with a contribution from Phil Smith (char
17). He became interested in looking at ways to change systems of scrvices t,
create opportu nit ies for increased sel f-determ inat ion for scl f-ad vocatcs-pcopl
labeled as having developmental disabilities. This particular pocm, a sampl
from his larger collection, is based on transcriptions from intcrvicws with thes
self-advocates, parents of persons with developmental disahilities, as \vcll a
professional service providers, to try to understand some of the ways that the
construct choice, control, and power, as they work to create supports and sel
vices for people. Smith's poems are almost directly the words of sel f-advocate~
and this one COJlleS frOJll an interview with a professional who sees the impOi
tance of changing the system, but also sees many roadblocks and barriers.

Knowing Constructions

The works in this third part cach have important contributions to give to th
larger focus on how we create. represent, and make postcritical ethnographi
understanding. This section bcgins with one of the Corinnc Glesne (chap. I~
"tourist poems," as she puts it. Glcsne, who wrote what we considcr to bc tll
classic work on poetic inscription of field rcscarch (Glcsne. 19tJT), hcre givcs L
a poetic rcpresentation of the juxtapositions of "cxotics" colonizcd first by plar
tations and second by tourism. Yet tourists tread and sce differcntly. Glcsnc'
camera stays on hcr shou IdeI' as she real iI,es hcr con ncctions to both thc COil
nized and the wealthy tourist colonizers. Thc picture no! taken is as stark as th
powcr of wealthy tourists.
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Glesne knows and sees how the power of the West allows it to see the
exotic while not seeing how the exotic is constructed for them or how the
women refuse till' contact that degrades. She also reveals that not all westerners
are the same. Some. even ethnographers, are not ahout exploitat ion hut sufler
dilemmas anyway.

Our second otTer\ng is a\so in poctic fonll--this t\n1e a 1110red\n~c\ rep-
resen\a\ion of qual itative research. .1ennifer Treegcr Peters (chap. 19) has stud-
ied a Shakespec\ll' program conducted hy an African-American clramatist for
urhan adolescents. Here she represents her own regard for his efforts hy horrow-
ing a poetic form lIsed hy Shakespeare sonnets. This she writes in a way that
connects to the focus of the actor-teacher and adolescents. Moreover. sonnets
also arc a form used to convey love. which Jennie felt and wanted to express.
Her inscription then is full of connection, or regard and of affection even as she
worries ahout the future of her heloved.

Peters also understands that regardless of her understanding. others
may ask of the program different evaluative questions. The program is not easi-
ly evaluated traditional goal and ohjective driven ways that has heen common in
evaluation research. In this way. it is vulnerahle and her love is inadequate.
Postcritical ethnography is not a position of power and this may he a critique
that is most worrisome in the politicized world of education.

Rohert B. F~verhart (chap. 20) recently wrote an ethnographic novel,
Flirting on the A1(/rgills (199R). Here he reflects on how he construcls his
understanding of that endeavor, and how postcritical ethnography may he con-
ceived to engage social practice. Everhart shares the popular interest in educa-
tion with nan'al ive. hut for him the challenge is to construct a c ri tical narra-
tive-a way of knowing that speaks heyond the cadre of critical ethnographers
to educators and citizens. He refuscs to acccpt any "dumhing down" of theoreti-
cal insight, challenging postcritical ethnographers to expand our understanding
or constructing texts. He discusses the unity of narrative in the social sciences.
the key clements of a compelling narrative, and the necessity of linking depic-
tions or every day life with a critical analysis-explaining how power, c1ass.
gender, race/ethnicity, and stratification arc structure.

Everhart ends with examining thc chaJIenges ahead for a critica1 social
narrative. Critical narratives "must turn on itself in order to he understood" and
this is not easily accomplished hecause it ITIUsthoth he a narrative ahout some-
thing and told hy someone who has a point of view. The tension hetween objec-
tivity and position must he engaged for narrative to fulfill its promise for con-
nectiveness with the reader.

George W. Nohlit (chap. 21) shares Everhart's agenda. and pushes
ethnography out of text and into storyteJling. The text presented here thus is
contradictory. Writing the story so that we think ahout it as postcritical ethnog-
raphy transforms it from a primary speech genre into a secondary speech genre.

Yet we cannot he with him whcn the story was told, and must imagine how sto-
rytelling is a representational production heyond the text here. Storytclling itself
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is an art that escapes codification even as it generates social experiences. It

amplifies postcritical ethnographic representation hy inviting the listeners inter-

pretation, transferring the critique (of state politics in this case) to the listener

and to the retelling of the story.

The story told here critiques the political demise of the program he
studied, but is also about agency. The critique alone would have constructed the
powerlessness or the participants. The story is mostly about how women and
others concerned about children have pushed politics and how the demise or the

program leaves women as powerful as they always have been.
MicheJle Fine and Lois Weis (chap. 22) have repeatedly pushed critical

ethnography's hounds. They early understood its promise, while pushing it

beyond the White males who championed critique in qualitative research. In
this chapter, Fine and Weis show how feminism and motherhood represents

bases of connection, disconnection. and critique. They consciously reveal the

moves they made in constructing both the ethnography and the critique. They

use their mothering as a way to recognize mothering in poverty even as their

class posi tion i nsu lates them frolll the ex periences of the mothers they camc to

know. They demonstrate how poor women under surveillance by the state nego-

tiate their way with their chi Idren. These women counter the hopelessness of

their communities hy working against the state and preparing their children to
resist and accommodate.

The joys of motherhood are hittersweet in that the central struggle for

their children is constituted as, in part, refusing to trust the agencies that arc sup-
posed to serve, but instead subjugate them. These Illothers refuse to see the chil-

dren as a problem. Instead the children arc the source of hope: hope for a differ-

ent life and for the possibilities the children represent in themselves. In laughter

and love, these mothers keep going with and for the children. We wonder if the

same can be said of rich mothers as Fine and Weis say of poor mothers.

Monica B. McKinney (chap. 23) goes after a central trope or critical
ethnography-the hidden curriculum. Her argument is that critical theory has
been all too focused on the social dynamics of classrooills. Ideology and pov.:cr

arc figures that arc recognizable only when the ground of space is len uninterro-
gated. Here we see the theoretical blinders of critical ethnography. Although

critical ethnography Inay wish to reveal the deep structures or power, it docs so

in a limited ,nanner. It docs not even see cJassroom space as a source of contes-

tation. Cri tical ethnography then is i nsu fficien t Iy cri tica I in that it ignores space

and how space is transformed into place. Critical ethnography accepts familiar
definitions of place and ,nisses fundamental acts of power and negotiation. A
postcritical ethnography would recogni/.e that place is constructed hy pov,Tr and
negot iat ion.

McKinney's work gives us a new arena for postcritical ethnography to

interpret and critique. Placcmaking is a hidden curriculum behind the hidden

curriculu1l1 of critical ethnographers. Indeed, the hidden curriculum or critical

ethnographers can be said to he written on top of the hidden curriculum of
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placemaking. Postcritical ethnography then must exarnine what critical ethnog-
raphy does not see. Critical ethnography is in itself all too ideological and as
such does not understand neither the dorninance of the teacher nor the agency of
the student.

In chapter 24, Stacy Otto helps us return to a distinction many contrih-
utors have heen drawing in this hook-postcritical from critical hy adding to
an understanding that criticism itself is static and its prominence has under-
mincd c rea t iv i ty. She th usa s k s how t h in g S IIIig h the don e

()the I'w is e .

Elahorating on Gregory Ulmer's CATTt. she offers readers a way to think ahout
a postcrit ical ethnography methodology. Not sllrprisi ngl y, she wri tes, it is a d is-
cipline other than education that may prove to lend postcritical ethnography its
methodology. Ulmer, a protege of Dcrrida and a critical theorist with roots in
comparative literature, entertains a theory of method, a structured series of
prompts informed hy historic comIllonalties that calls for invention.

]t is just such a theory that potentially lends the infant postcritical

ethnography movement its methodology as we1\ as its dogma: a IreJvaluing of
creative over critical, a careful. infornled step to the side that offers an unoh-
structed view of what's next. For ()tto, the postcritical ethnography prnject's
power lies nnt simply in owning the responsihilities 0.1'heing a researcher. hut in
reveling in the magical coincidences of lived lives as they cross paths with one
another. at once a complicated mix of fear and pleasure.

The contrihutions to this volume end with a chapter hy Cindy Gerstl-
Pepin. She writes that although postcritical ethnography has heen defined in a
numher of ways in this hook, the approaches share a cnmIllon cnncern with
rellexively examining the role of the researcher and the purpose of research.
She challenges the reader to think ahout the possihility of extending our
research projects to include act ion, and part iClllarl y suggests that researchers
work together strategical1y and collectively toward social ,justice; that we move
heyond the local level to hecoJne advocates in a wider puhlic arena and in the
centers of decision making.

As researchers, she posits that we have heCOIne very good at crit iqlle
hut rather limited in our ahility to ilnagine, or Ullcover, alternative possihilities.
She suggests that as researchers we take IlllIltiple journeys to in-betwcen spaces
in order to understand how lo hattlc donlinant puhlic aSsuIllptions grounded in
racist, sexist. classist. heterosexual assuJnptions, and other Inarginnlil.ing tactics.
Her contrihlltion is not a conclusion hut perhaps the hest way for our group to
end-with an empassioned critiquc that invites readers to rethink her nnd his
place in critical ethnography.
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